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Foreword

f Ed Pankau had become a pizzamaker instead of an investigator, he
would own 400 pizza parlors. He would probably have the best delivery
service as well, with food coming to your door carried by helicopter or
snowmobile. Best yet, he would even teach his customers how to make
the same pizzas in their own homes (but also seII them the fixings).

Read this book and you will see what I mean. This book is pure
Pankau: Pankau the preacher, and Pankau the promoter. Ed's personal-
ity is inexorably woven into each chapter as he takes you through the
world of the private investigator.

The title might have you into thinking this is a book for the begin-
ning private investigator. It is. But is also isn't. I have been in the busi-
ness for more than 30 years and was astounded at what I learned. For
instance, the "Queen for a Day" interviewing technique-amazing. I
tripled my personal knowledge of locating people. The sections on
sources of information are so comprehensive that I have made them
mandatory reading for my entire investigative staff.

The book's content is wide ranging: public records, hidden transfer
of assets, searching through trash cans (especially after Valentine's
Day), taking care of your staff. And it is global.Investigators in Chile
will find it as useful as those in Spain, the United States, or Canada.
This is another reflection of Pankau the investigator who respects no
international investigative boundaries.

In fact, there are few boundaries that Ed does not cross. Don't tell
him he can't do something. He'll do it just to prove it can be done. This
can-do, nothing-is impossible attitude permeates the book. If you are
looking for something to get you inspired enough to be a success in the
investigative business, this is the book for you. Ed Pankau takes you
by the hand and leads the way.

vll
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By the way, if his advice doesn't work for
you, will Ed give you your money back? I
can hear his voice shout out this very sec-
ond, "If anyone follows the advice in this
book, they are guaranteed success in the
investigative business. "

On a personal note, I know Ed Pankau. He

is a remirkable human and a relentless pro-
moter. As his feet hit the floor in the morning,
he is probably practicing his next speech. At
7:00 that night (after a futl day at the office), he

is giving thit speech. And at 9:00 p.tu. he is tak-

ing in a Caribbean assignment from a new
client who met him at the speech.

Investigations is a tough business. Rare is
the private eye whose firm grows beyond a

few ltaffers. Ed Pankau is an exception to that
rule. This book is a gift to all those aspiring to
build a profitable investigative business
because he tells them how to do it. |ust remem-
ber:he didil,

- Bill Kizorek
President, In-Photo
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Introduction

ow would you like to be part of one of the fastest-growing businesses
of the 1990s? A business with low overhead, no inventory, and a prof-
itability directly related to your ability to do a good job?A job that is
challenging, rewards creativity, and gives you the opportunity to meet
with and solve the problems of people in all walks of life?

I have worked in such a business for the past 20 years and can hon-
estly say that I enjoy it more now then when I first started. I feel the
enjoyment ofdoing a job well and know that what I am doing every-
day makes a difference in people's lives, often for their betteiment. I
feel positive that I have a fresh challenge in front of me: locating a
missing heir, interviewing a witness, or finding the assets of someone
hiding from his or her creditors.

The next person in the door may be a dreamer looking for a lost love,
a business owner who's been swindled, or a little old lady who thinks
the Martians are stealing her brain waves.

Who knows? But it certainly isn'tboring!
If you want a new career and have the initiative to tell clients

that you can make their cases or not charge them a dime, then read
on, my friend. You are about to enter the wonderful world of pri-
vate investigation.



What's ItAll
About?

or all of us who have ever wanted to start our own business, the
experts tell us that the easiest, least expensive, and lowest overhead
businesses are to be found in the consulting field. Within the consult-
ing field, there are many specialties: motivation, management, imag-
ing, brokering, and a long list of others, not the least of which is the
focus of this book, the private investigation business.

The private investigation industry has transformed itself in the last
10 years from a shady, snooping, gray-area business into a recognized
industry of people who specialize in locating missing persons, finding
hidden assets, developing cases for trial, and looking into the personal
and business background of deals and dealers, whatever or wherever
they may be. The private investigator has truly come out of the closet
and become part of the new information age. It was the hard core of com-
puter-wise private investigators who created much of the technology
and ability to reach out and touch someone by going on-line or delving
through public record frlings in minutes or hours compared to the weeks
or months that were the industry standard only a few years ago.

Today's private investigator has become an information spscialist
who relies on his telephone, computer, and fax machine far more than
the surveillance car, camera, and .45 automatic that Mickey Spillane
and Philip Marlowe popularized not so many years ago. In the 20
years that I have been a private investigator, I have watched this transi-
tion take place and observed our industry not only equal, but in some
ways surpass, the capabilities of government investigators.

It's not unusual today, and growing as a trend, for certain areas of
investigative work to be contracted out to private investigators by
state, federal, and local police and regulatory agencies. The U.S. Office
of Personnel Management hires contract investigators to perform

f
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OF THE PRIVATE INVESTIGATON,

national security background checks. The FBI
hires computer-smart investigators for record
searches and contracts with industry experts
to instruct its new agents in training classes.
The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
(FDIC) and Resolution Trust Corporation
(RTC) are now among the largest employers of
private investigators, using agencies across the
country to track down hidden assets of
bankers and borrowers owing billions of dol-
lars to our failed financial institutions.

U.S. Customs and the Drug Enforcement
Agency (DEA) are now learning how to use
computers to find drug dealers and to trace

their financial transactions. A host of
other agencies including the Envir-
onmental Protection Agency, the
U.S. Department of Labor, and their
state counterparts are Iooking into
the cost effectiveness of using "data
detectives" to help them find the
assets of people who have been fined
by government agencies and refuse to
pay the bill.

The U,S. Attorney's Office in the
Northern District of Texas has ren-
dered civil and criminal fines and
judgments against individuals and
financiai institutions in excess of $50
million, Until now, Iess then 1 per-
cent of the money has been collected.
Once enough pressure is brought to
bear by taxpayers to recover this
money, some enterprising private
investigator is going to make a very
comfortable living collecting on
these judgments for a percentage of
recovery.

These same situations and circum-
stances exist all over the country. The
government and private industry have
billions of dollars tied up in uncollect-
ed judgments and unworked cases that
are just begging for an enterprising
investigator to get out there and hustle,
cases that the government doesn't have
the time, manpower, or intetest to pur-
sue, cases that will iapse in 10 years if
the judgments aren't renewed and an
effort isn't made to recover the money.

The beauty of the investigation business is
that it doesn't require a college degree, a law
enforcement certificate, or 10 years of experi-
ence in a police agency. The only criteria are
the ability to do the job and enough marketing
skills to develop the kinds of clients who need
your services and to get them to give you a

chance to show that you can do the job.
Now, I'm not saying that the college degree,

the experience, and the contacts that one makes
in the business don't have great value, far from
it. In this business, we all live by our contacts
and build on each other's strengths by network-
ing our abilities through the associates that do

How ro Maxt $100,000 ,+ Yun as ,q Pnl.Ars lttvnsucaron



our work in Boise, Omaha, or Monterey,
Mexico, but the basic requirement of this busi-
ness is the ability to do the job. Results count!
Let me give you a few examples of people who
came to this industry from outside of law
enforcement and made the industry better
because of their skills and experience.

Sue Rugge started her investigative career
as a librarian, cataloging old records and filing
away dusty books. While earning a paycheck
as a librarian, she learned about the on-line
flow of information and found the critical path
to locating information resources all over the
world. She once owned a multimillion dollar
information business and sold it when it was
no longer fun. Today, she operates an inves-
tigative service out of her home that is used
by attorneys and corporations all over the
world who want to find "all the information
available" on a variety of subjects ranging
from developing the medical, legal, or per-
sonal backgrounds of expert witnesses to
conducting sophisticated business intelli-
gence on their largest competitors.

The best people finders are often those
who started as clerks in collection agencies
and became hooked on the paper chase
instead. Today, a substantial number of pri-
vate investigators do nothing but }ocate hard-
to-find defendants, witnesses, and forgotten
friends for clients who pay anywhere from
$100 to $1,000 per search. Probably one of
the best-known people finders in the country
is George Theodore, who spends hours on
the telephone and with a computer quietly
finding people, mostly for other private
investigators who haven't learned all of his
secret sources and don't have the time to do
it themselves.

Diane Logan started as my secretary many
years ago and now runs an asset searching firm
with her husband, Ken. For Diane, it wasn't
such a great step from typing reports, going to
the courthouse, doing the work, and managing a
staff of investigators as branch manager for my
firm. Herbig step was going out on her own with
a Iittle financial help from her family. Diane and
Ken took the skills they learned from my firm
and built a small but growing agency that any-
one would be proud of. When I tried to get them

back to work for me several yeius ago, they were
far too h"ppy to be wooed back into a business
where they were not running the show.

An on-the-job injury ended Walter
Purvis' career with the New York Police
Department and forced him to look else-
where to find a means of supporting himself
and his new wife. His disability and retire-
ment didn't quite cut the nut every month, so
he started a small detective agency in Miami,
specializing in criminal defense and back-
ground investigations. With his wife, Linda,
working the telephone and computer, Walt
has built up a nice little practice that exceeds
his pay as a policeman and has given him a
great deal of respect within the private inves-
tigation industry.

In sunny California, Paul Nyland walked
out as manager of one of Pinkerton's offices
and set up a records library in a warehouse
furnished with a pool table and beer keg.
Rather than drive downtown and wade
through the courthouse records, police and
private investigators alike shoot pool and
maybe even drink beer at Paul's "office"
while he searches through his microfiche
library and finds the information that
"makes their day."

These are but a few examples of the thou-
sands of stories I hear every day from people
who have found true love in the investigative
industry. The one thing I find in common with
all of these people is that they have become
hooked on the investigative bug and the virus
has spread throughout their systems and often
their families'. Every one of them loves the
business, works at it longer hours than they
ever did at a straight job, and wouldn't trade it
in for the world. When we get together at an
investigators' conference, ali we talk is shop.
Who's got the latest marketing ideas, whatls
the best data base for real estate records in
New England, or what's that slick little pretext
to sweet-talk the utility company out of a cur-
rent phone number and address?

So,I am including this caveat, warning you
that you, too, may become terminally hooked
into a world of modems, fax machines, data
bases, and information discovery. You may
well develop a terminal case of infoitis, a dis-
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ease that starts by thumbing through computer
magazines andinvestigative manuals and
results in finding invoices from esoteric on-
line computer services, bills that look strange-

ly tike hbspital medical statements. You'll
siart feelingthe urge to go to every investigator
conference and join private investigator asso-

ciations that cater to your every whim and
desire for more and more information. After
that, it's too late; you've become terminal, so

just go right on and enjoY it.- 
Alter 20 years, I'm still alive and have just

found a new strain of the disease-writing
about the investigative business.

How ro MAKE $100,000 a Yun.as t Pnru.ars hwssrrcaron



Where to Get
Started

ow that you have decided to become a private investigator, the next
ryajor decision is where you are going to set up your tent? Many peo-
ple wake up one morning and decide to be a private eye and thenitart
their businesses with no more thought or planning than to operate out
of their homes or apartments, right in their own communilies. This
may work for some, but if you truly want to be successful in this busi-
ness, then it is a good idea to work where the business is. (willie "The
Actor" Sutton, when asked why he robbed banks, replied, ,,That's
where the money is.")

This means locating in a city that has enough work to support you
now and enough business (crime) to meet your growth needs if you
decide to_ get into the PI business in a serious way. There are many
ways to choose the right city or region that is conducive to the privatb
r1l9s_tigator brrsiness, but if you give it a little thought, then ybu can
double or triple your chances ofsuccess by locating yourselfin an area
that has a wide range of opportunities.

_ In working and talking with hundreds of private investigators and
having opened offices in more than a few cities myself, I think I've
found a formula that works most of the time. Here are a few sugges-
tions to consider and places to look when you decide to open your
business or go to work for someone while you learn the trade.

STATE CAPITALS

The capitals of each state are the repositories for the records of the
s_ecretary of state and are usually the headquarters for the majority of
the state licensing and regulatory agencies and state professional aiso-
ciations, many of which use private investigators. The state capital is



also often the largest city in the region and
therefore attracts the largest businesses, bank-
ing groups, Iaw firms, and insurance comPa-

nies-, which makes it a smart move to locate
your agency in or near a state capital. Also, all
ihor" politicians are lawyers and love to dig
up dirt on each other.

NEXUS CITIES

Look at a map of your region and you will
find certain cities that are at nexus points,
places where several states come together and

major highways intersect. Cities like Cincin-
naii, Denver, Omaha, Memphis, Chicago,
Philadelphia, and Baltimore are focal points
for business from several states and provide
easy access to a Iarge, surrounding area from
their key locations.

KEY INDUSTRIES

Certain industries have focal points in
major cities that make them key centers of
business activities and, therefore, a growing
market for private investigators. Some of these

key cities and their industries are as follows:

Financial
Boston, New York City, Atlanta, Dallas,

Chicago, Kansas City, Denver, Seattle,
Charlotte, Los Angeles, and San Francisco.

Insurance
Hartford, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Memphis,

Minneapolis, St. Paul, San Antonio, Phoenix,
and Los Angeles.

Legal
New York City, Philadelphia, Atlanta,

Miami, Chicago, Dallas, Houston, Denver, St.

Louis, Los Angeles, and San Francisco.

Specialized Industies
Certain cities have specific industries that

bring business to private investigators because

of their peculiar natures. One very good exam-

ple is Las Vegas, Nevada. Many ofthe casinos

irequently have a need to locate the assets of
people who have gone over their credit limits

and not paid their bills. They often hire pr,i-
vate investigators to locate these individuals
and their assets. They don't break legs or take
first-born children anymore, but they will sue

in court and get a judgment to seize anything
that isn't nailed down.

You'd think that casinos in Las Vegas, for
all their notoriety, wouldn't let a man out of
the joint owing $850,000. The Hilton Las
Vegas did, after verifying that he wa_s a prince
of a royal family and received more than a mil-
lion dollars a month in oil revenue. They fig-
ured he'd be back the next day or the next, pay
up his Iosses, and then go ahead and lose
another couple of hundred thousand. The
trouble was that the hotel managers don't
understand the Mid-Eastern mind. The Saudi
decided that since gambling was illegal in his
religion, then Allah didn't mean for him to
pay the debt, so he'd just forget about it.

As is usual in large collection cases, the
hotel hired Las Vegas'biggest law firm to
track the prince down and sue him for his
debt (sure has changed since the old days,
hasn't it). The financial statement left by the
prince at the hotel indicated properties in
Florida, Texas, and Oklahoma, so those were
the things we tracked down first. We then
searched for U.S. bank accounts and a U.S.
address to serve his royal highness with law-
suit papers. After locating the properties, we
contacted the realtor and found out that our
prince was a football freak and had in fact
not only graduated from the University of
Southern California, but he still had season
tickets for every game because his daughter
now attended the same school. With this
knowledge, it was easy enough to find his
game seats from the alumni association and
ticket office and serve our subject on the 50-

yard line once the football season started.
bnce served, the prince paid his bill and we
collected our fee.

Other good examples are key RTC and FDIC
financial centers, such as Costa Mesa,
California; Denver, Colorado; Dallas, Texas;

Kansas City, Missouri; Valley Forge, Penn-
sylvania; Boston, Massachusetts; and Atlanta,
Ceorgia. Each of these cities will have a world
of work for years to come for investigators that

How ro M,cKE $100,000 a Ystn as a Pnrutrt ltwnsnctron



are persevering enough to fill out all of those
government application forms and who are suf-
ficiently financially oriented to track down and
Iocate the assets of borrowers, officers, and
directors of failed banks and thrifts.

FOREIGN BUSINESS CENTERS

4 Port cities like Miami, New Orleans, Hoq
ton, San Francisco, and Seattle have unique 

I

business opportunities because they have a 
I

sea-going port and have become business cen- |
ters for either the Caribbean or the Pacific 

I

Basin countries. People planning to become 
I

investigators in these or other similar cities I
should clearly consider expanding theirf
knowledge, especially into marine-oriented I
investigations, into the countries that providef
service to these ports and try to develop potenJ
tial clients in these countries. ./

I don't mean to say that you can't start a
successful private investigation in other cities,
especially if you've got an uncle who is a law-
yer with a firm that can keep you busy locating
witnesses and serving papers, but those:ar-ho
have been successful in ttie businessTli

t success

'-deitr'in: that ided a good variety of
onoortunities. -*%_*-
'-lf,f oil;Tntro duction into this busines s

was purely by accident. I stopped in
Houston, Texas, to visit my mother, whom I
hadn't seen in over 10 years, while on my
way from Miami, Florida, to a potential job
in Portland, Oregon. I stopped in a little
town called Tomball, Texas, on my way west
and dropped in on my mother during what
turned out to be the worst snowstorm in
more than 50 years. Watching the snowfall,
my mind told me that Oregon was not the
place to be at this time of the year, so I took
my mother's offer to stay for the winter and
got a part-time job as a security director with
a local department store while working for
two private investigators on the side.

The only thing I learned from those investi-
gators (I found their names in the yellow
pages) was how notto do business. Each of
them had his share of problems that landed

WnsnE ro Gnr Sr,tnreo

him in the courthouse, taking fees and not
doing the work, stringing clients aiong for
more money, or stepping too far into the gray
area, and one, the illustrious Dudley Bell,
went to prison for arranging the murder of his
client's common-law wife. Luckily for me,
Dame Fortune smiled and dropped me right in
the middle of one of the fastest-growing busi-
ness regions in the United States, one with
strong }egal, insurance, and financial indus-
tries. It didn't hurt that Houston, in the 1970s
and tgB0s, was also the white-collar crime
capital of the world and had every type of
world-class con man and swindler alive work-
ing the streets of Houston, Austin, and Dallas,
trying to separate the banks, insurance compa-
nies, and businesses from their hard-earned
money. The business and bank failures that
followed the spending frenzy of fraud created
a growth market for both attorneys and inves-
tieators like me who worked for them.

Take a little personal advice before you take
the plunge and jump into the private investi-
gation business: try to develop as many of the
above points as you can into your business
plan. Your chance of success is dramatically
better if you follow a plan than if you attack
the business in a haphazard manner, as many
ofyour predecessors have learned.

The $64,000 question for most people inter-
ested in getting into this business is whether
they should jump into the business cold or
work for someone else long enough to develop a
little confidence and learn the trade. Like any
other business, the more you know, the better
y oul I.l { o, 

_s 

g-{!umer!ideglg_q9*g!h 
""_

-gptcLlished i!-vgstreatol sie:ubet qqt\gtol Lin 
-

1og \ef),and then adil your owq*tslp,p_lg.and
gibTideas to what you learned. SeveraltT*y
investigators have done this, and I wish them
all well. I even send them some business every
now and then when I've got a conflict or if it is
in their areas of expertise.

If you work for another investigator and
have a little common sense, you should learn
enough about the business in a year or two to
go out on your own. If you're good enough,
you might make a deal with your boss to open
a branch office of his existing company in a
city with a new business opportunity and



have the best of both worlds, using his client
list and experience and your talent and ambi-
tion. You will get the benefit of your chief's

experience and name identification, and he
will get new business from your efforts result-
ing from his leads.
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Gettine Those
First dases

he day I decided to leave the "quacks" I was working for and start my
own business, I knew I had to hit the ground running because I had
only $400 in my pocket and the rent was due the next week. To sur-
vive as a private investigator, I had to find a way to get some business
quickly and find a way to keep enough business to support me in my
newly chosen occupation.

Everything I had ever seen, heard, or read about the private investi-
gation business made me believe that lawyers were the very best
source of business. They always needed some kind of investigative
services. Therefore, I went downtown with my new, printed-that-day
business cards and started working the office building commonly
known as "Plaintiff's Tower." (There is one in every city-an office
building, close to the courthouse, full of hungry, young lawyers.)

I started at the top floor and talked to every lawyer who would give
me five minutes of his time. I wanted to be different from all the other
investigators who were already established in town, so I made each
attorney an offer that has come to be my trademark in the industry and
has worked on almost every client that has ever allowed me in his
door. I asked each of them to give me their worst, nastiest, toughest
case, the one that no one else could solve, and that I would do it iight,
or they didn't owe me a dime. Whether it was locating a witness, find-
ing the address of a debtor, or following some errant spouse, I wanted
to show them what I could do and that I could do it as well or better
than the investigator they normally used.

By using this approach, I quickly found that many of the lawyers had
cases that had been worked unsuccessfully by other investigators. These
cases were now moldering in the corners of some junior associate
lawyer's office because they couldn't put the pieces of the puzzle togeth-

tt



er. By offering a deal that they can't refuse, most

lawyers will give you a chance.
ittied this approach on my first prospec-

tive client, who listened for five minutes and

then sent me after his client, a prostitute who
had fallen in a grocery store and was now the
prospective recipient of a $20,000 insurance
settlement, if hei lawyer could find her' The
oroblem was that Maria had moved frequently
'ri.r"" hiring her lawyer two years before' It
seems that law school hadn't taught my new
client how to find prostitutes, and she was

smart enough not to get arrested, which foiled
the efforts of tne previous investigators the
lawyer hired, who were ex-policemen. So I got

a chance to show mY stuff.
I went out to Maria's neighborhood that

night and knocked on the door at her last
adlress, hoping to find someone who knew
something a6ouiher. After nobody appeared at

the door, isaw several young studs playing bas-

ketball at the neighborhood community center

and asked them if they could tell me about
Maria or where she was now staying. To more

fully get the attention of these neighborhood
souices, I pulled out a $20 bill and my favorite
gravity knife, cut the $20 in half, and handed
6ne ofiwo halves to the most promising looking
of these pimply-faced boys. Nowthat I had his
immediaie aitention, I explained that Maria had

recently come into some money and that he

would get not only the other half of my $20, but
at leasianother $20 from Maria, once I could
find her and tell her where to meet me to collect
her new pot ofgold.

My liitle infbrmants chatted between them-
selvei in Spanish for a few minutes and then
took me to the nearest pay phone, hit me up
for a quarter, and dialed Maria's number. Once

I had her on the line, it was easy enough to
explain to Maria that this sweet young lawyer
she'd hired had won her a juicy settlement
and that he just needed her to come sign the
papers and pick up her mone-y. Maria called
ine all kindJof wonderful and told me where
to meet her the next morning. She offered to
see me that night at the bar she was working,
but I felt that i had enough luck for one day

and that if I pushed it any further, I probab-ly

would get my initials carved in my chest at the

kind of club that Maria was dancing in.
(Besides, I had made a date with the secretary
of my new-found lawyer client and wanted a

chance to impress her before I gave the good

news to her boss.)
The next morning, 9 n.v. bright and shiny,I

picked up Maria in her Sunday-best go-to-
ihurch clothes and took her to her lawyer's
office. Maria smiled, the lawyer smiled, and
when the checks were cut, I smiled too. The
larvyer gave me a funny look and asked, "Ed,
how thJhell did you find her? I have looked
for her for three years with a couple of police
investigators and haven't even come close."

I grinned back and said, "Friend, you told
me to find her, not to tell you how! That infor-
mation costs extra!" I picked up my check and
took Maria home. To this day, that lawyer still
hasn't figured it out, but he is still a great client.

The moral of the story is that lawyers are

one ofthe best sources ofnew or day-to-day
business for any private investigator. Every
lawyer represents dozens of clients and has
some dog-s.tta old file sitting on his desk,
just waiting for you to come and make him an

offer he can't refuse. Try it-I bet that it works
for you too.

'ihe day after I found Maria I got another
case from a lawyer in that same building, and
a third case the next day. On Friday I got my
first referral, from my first client who, while
having lunch with another lawyer, told him
about the prostitute I had found when no one

else could. This new lawyer got my name and
phone number from my first client, and told
me that he had to locate and serve nine wit-
nesses for trial Monday morning. (I found out
later that this is a very common problem.
Lawyers always wait until the last minute to
find their witnesses then rush to a private
investigator because no sheriff or constable
can or witt ao that kind of job, locating and
serving witnesses, over a weekend).

Fortunately for me, the courthouse was not
closed yet, so I found current addresses on six
of the nine witnesses by peeking at voter regis-

tration, marriage, and property tax records'
That weekend, while out serving the six wit-
nesses I had located, I got enough information
from two of them who had worked with three of
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the others that I was able to find and serve eight
of the nine witnesses by Monday morning. The
ninth witness, finding a note and a copy of my
subpoena on his door, called the lawyer Mon-
day morning and kept me batting L,000.

All added up,I made over $L,000 that week
by locating the prostitute, an insurance com-
pany defendant, and the nine witnesses. This
was more money than I had ever made as a
federal agent and looked damned good, espe-
cially in 1973, when a dollar was really a dol-
Iar. It was beginning to look like I might have a

career, or at least a job for a while, as a private
investigator.

If you want to be successful in any busi-
ness, you must be innovative and recognize
new ideas and opportunities as they arise.
Opportunities are all around, bringing new
kinds of clients and new kinds of work. The
best rules I learned while getting started still
apply today. Creativity is the key! To achieve
success, be different from your competition
and listen to your clients. Ask the following
questions and you will establish your client's
needs and budget every time:

1. What kind of case do you have?
2. What is your ultimate goal from my inves-

tigation?
3. What initial budget should we establish

in this case?

By the time you have your client to this
point, the case is yours. The client has com-
mitted his case to you and now only wants

results. The best way to show results is to
devise, with your client, an investigative plan
of action detailing the steps and phases of
your case, with a cost per phase conducted.
Through meeting with your client and under-
standing his goal, you have educated and
impressed upon him your abilities and given
him an expectation of what he will get and
when it will be done. This is the best selling
tool in the business.

Always ask your client what kind of budget
he has in mind when hiring you. Very often, say
60 percent or more of the time, your client
expects to pay more than you think it will cost,
in which case you can be a hero by coming in
under his budget and beating his expectations.
If he has a much lower figure in mind, then you
have to educate him about what it costs to do
the job, or you can agree to start the case within
his budget, calling this Phase I, a preliminary
step for further investigations. You will get
more business and have far Iess trouble getting
paid when your client knows and agrees up
front to what you're going to do. (It always
helps to reinforce this in writing, too.)

The next step, after you have been hired,
is to fax or mail your client a contract con-
firming your agreement. This smart little step
makes sure you get paid by the few flaky
clients that you're going to pick up along the
way. Having a signed contract helps you to
avoid legal costs in suing clients or, as most
investigators do, kissing a percentage of their
fees good-bye at the end of every year on
their financial statements.
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TheFrugal
Marketeer

very time experienced investigators see a full-page ad in the yellow
pages or trade magazines announcing the services of a new investigative
or security agency, we shake our heads .Tf.20 years of experience has
taught us anything, it's that this type of advertising is the least cost-effec-
tive and most expensive means to get new business, and almost never
results in the kind of quality business we all hope to build.

Pick up the local yellow pages sometime and call the telephone
numbers listed in the biggest ads. If the phone book has been in ser-
vice for more than six months, you'll frnd that half of the big advertis-
ing telephone numbers are disconnected or not in service. This alone
should tell you that the ads didn't bring in enough business to justify
their existence and that the price of these ads probably sped up their
purchasers' business downfall.

At every investigators conference, one of the most talked-about
subjects, whispered in the dark corners of bars and meeting rooms, is
about what kind of advertising works and what strategies and tactics
bring in newbusiness and new clients. You see, many detectives have
very good investigative skills, honed by many years in law enforce-
ment or private practice, but very few of them have any experience in
or have taken conrses in marketing, management, or finance, the sub-
jects that teach them how to make their businesses hum. They've
never been taught that you can be the best investigator in the world
but go dead broke in a year if clients don't know you're out there and
you fail to develop an expanding list of clients who use your services
and become your future cheerleaders.

Many aspiring private investigators often ask what courses to take
in college to help them learn the business and develop their skills so
that they can open their own agencies someday. When asked for



advice, I stress that everY fu-
ture investigator should take at
Ieast one business course Per
semester so he or she can
develop a good business back-
ground, as well as learn how to
be a better investigator. If
you'te going to understand a

criminal case or investigate a

criminal, you've got to under-
stand his modus operandi.To
investigate a businessman,
you must first understand
business and learn the things
that your subject has to have
done in the business world to
perpetrate his or her crime.

What is the best means of
developing new business
through advertising and mar-
keting? Weil, I thought you'd
never ask. Here's a list of
things that have worked for
many of the most successful
investigators in the country.

BAR ASSOCIATION IOUR-
NALS AND MAGAZINES

AImost every county and
every state have a bar journal
that is the association magazine
of its constituent attorneys.
Many of these magazines, in
addition to publishing the
viewpoints and opinions of
their Iocal attorneys, accePt

Mv prnv, INtEntect, OFTEN ADVER-

TrsES rN LEGAL IouRNRl,s. THIs ao
RAN rN Tut Housrott L,awyrn.

and will notice your ad if it
stands out from the rest or
challenges them to make a

decision.
After experimenting with

numerous ads, the one I like
best has a photo of my smil-
ing face and big bold letters
"Do you know this man?" at
the top right-hand side of the
page. (When you advertise,
always ask that your ad be
placed on the right-hand side
of the page because it is twice
as visible as a left-side page
ad.) Advertising gurus have
determined that people will
almost always stop reading to
answer a question, so I tried it
in an ad. Feedback from my
clients told me that this ad
stood out from all the others
in the book, and, better yet,
they remembered it!

INVESTIGATOR MAGA.
ZINES AND NEWSLETTERS

Marketing to other investi-
gators is very often a frustrat'
ing and futile business. Most
investigators think they can do
the work themselves (and
probably can), and few, if any,
want to hear or read about
someone else's success when
they are trying to build a busi-

advertising from outside vendors, such as

investigators, consultants, and suppliers of
goods and services that Iawyers everywhere
use. These journals, which are mailed free each
month (or bimonthiy or quarterly), are among
the few publications that every lawyer reads.

Some lawyers read them for the articles;
others look to see which attorneys were hired
on new cases, which ones have been chastised
by the bar association grievance committee, or
which ones made their finai listing in the obit-
uaries. For whatever reason, they all look at
these magazines (maybe because they're free)

ness of their own.
One of the exceptions to this rule is when

an investigative agency has a unique product
or provides a service in a very defined special-
ty or marketplace where there is iittle or no
competition. An example of this is the investi-
gator who advertises his or her specialty in
electronic countermeasures or area specialists
with capabilities in Eastern Europe, the
Middle East, or Latin America. These investi-
gators often benefit from such advertising
because they fiil a need that other investiga-
tors are unable to fulfill in their own practice

Do you know this man?
You should!

Since I971. my investigalive skills and testimonv hdve

been used in nrany of thc nlost complex and denranding

cascs. both in lhe United States and abroad ln lhe pro-

cess. ml- clients have ron muy of lhe Dulion s largest

judgments and recovered millions oi dollars lost lhrough

freuJ. theti. and emb€zzlement.

l\'Iy name is Ed Pankau. I am a certified legal in-
vestigator and nationally recognzied expert in the arca oi
financial investigation and inveslisrtive industry

standards.

M]' firm. Intenec!. has been recognized as one of the

mos! successtul investigrtive agencics in Alnerica and has

been fe!tured inthe Wall Strtct JLturnul. Lttnlon Tinres,

Haustan Bu:iiless Journal, tnJ many paofessiLrnal and

business trude publications.

I ha!e invesrigated the Iargest rcponed enlbezzlemenl

in the history of South America. recovcred 9.5 millirln

dollars in NIexico s largcst chcck-kiting scheme.

documentcd lreland s largest insurance enrbezzlcnlcn!.

and investigrted many cases lhat have led to Preccdenl
setring judgnl(nts.

when you need a protessional investigalor in lhe arees

of premise liability. personal injury. nlalpraclice'

background. linancial or other busincss nlattcrs. call nte

for a free consulta!ion wilhout obligation. You deserve

lnd your clicnts require the vcry best in professional in_

velticative services.

S300 MEMORIAL DRtV€, !450 . HOUSTON, TEXAS 77007 .

713-BB0-1111
License c'1249
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but often require to provide a full range of ser-
vices to their clients.

One marketing idea that you should always
consider in your trade newsletters and journals
is sending out public announcements of any
expansion to new offices, acquisition of new
skills, and awards granted to your agency and
its investigators. This will alert members to
your new circumstances and capabilities and
remind them of your name when they have
need ofthe types ofservices you provide. Since
these announcements are published gratuitous-
ly for its members, this is also a very cost-effec-
tive means of keeping your name in the news.
(It doesn't get much cheaper than free!)

CLIENT NEWSLETTERS

As you develop in your business and assist
your clients in bigger and better deals, you
should consider their own newspapers and
journals as a vehicle to spread your name
throughout their firm. Through the wonders of
modern technology-specifically the word
processor and graphics software available to
every company-almost every business pro-
duces its own in-house publication to congrat-
ulate company employees and educate the
staff on new policies and procedures.

When a client of this type hires you to do
an investigation, talk with your client and his
or her publication director about publicizing
the facts and circumstances of your investiga-
tion so that all the company employees (and
often their vendors, who are also on the mail-
ing lists) can benefit from their new lessons. (It
may be necessary or advisable to change the
names of the subjects, but you can run this by
the legal department.)

An article of this type reinforces the com-
pany's commitment to internal security and
recognizes your firm, to one and all, as an inte-
gral part of its team. Through this medium, the
company now becomes your cheerleader and
officially blesses your work and your relation-
ship with the company.

Whatever type of advertising you do, devel-
op at least two or three different ads of varying
sizes and wording so that your clients don't
become visually accustomed to your same ad

time after time. If they see the same ad every
month, it becomes invisible because their eyes
immediately recognize the familiar ad and go
on to something else. If you can't afford to be
in every issue of the magazine or journal, con-
sider advertising in every other issue. The
people who read the magazine regularly will
still see you there on a frequent basis and rec-
ognize your continuing ad, but you have just
cut your advertising costs in half.

CTIENT TRADE JOURNALS

If the majority of your clients are in a spe-
cific industry, or if you wish to develop clients
in a certain association or group, then you
need to find their written mouthpiece. This is
usually a newsletter or trade journal that may
range from several photocopied sheets to a
professionally done B0-page magazine that
promotes the association to its readership.

Just like a bar journal, this magazine is read
primarily by its association members, but
these magazines are almost always looking for
articles of interest to its members and sell just
enough advertising to pay for publication
costs. Here is where you can use your inves-
tigative skills and share your knowledge with
potential clients by writing an article that will
pique their interest.

For more than several years, I've been writ-
ing for several trade journals to help new
investigators learn the business and share a
few of my secrets with other professionals in
return for their interest. Now, this isn't done
just out of the goodness of my heart. You see,
I've found this is the true marketing road to
success because people tear out and save those
articles they find of value and call the writer
whenever they need someone in that area of
expertise. Those full-page, high-dollar ads
will still be in the magazine when it hits the
trash can or is put up on the shelf along with
the other old magazines, but a good article is
often torn out and kept in the investigative
library and referred to frequently. (I've had
more than 200 requests for reprints of
"Tracking the Global Criminal," an excerpt
from this book that was published earlier in
S e c urity Mana ge m e nt magazine. )
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Widows BtrWARtr

fter cwenry or thirry years ofhard
work, you are now a successful
business executive or owner. You

have paid your dues, built your
family's firture with sweat, blood and tears,

and feel a well-deserved securiry in knowing
that you and your family have the money to

retire, or in a worst case scenario, provide
for their protection in the case ofyour
death.

Sounds morbid, doesnt it, sort of griz-

zly. \[4ry should you ever think about some-

thine like rhar? You have anocher rwenry
y."ri You are bullet proofand invisible (or

so you think). But what about your spouse?

Vhat would happen to him or her if you
were suddenly gone? Does he or she have

the emotional supporr, so necessary from

friends and family to help through the pro-

cess ofyour death and the readjustment of
carrying on daily life. If not, chances are he

or she could become a victim of the profes-

sional con.
This con is the kind that peruses obitu-

aries, newspapers and divorce setdements in
court records to target affluent people in
their weakest moments. They target their
prey in the paper and follow them, literally
or figuratively, until they find the magic

moment to "meet" by accident.

Tane was the wiFe of the owner of a suc-

J c.rrful upstate brewing business. Her
husband of 16 years, Frank, was successful

by all standards, both in his business and as

a respected member o[ the communiry.

'W'hen Frank died, Jane threw herself

into her work, frantically attempting to lose

herself so that she wouldnt have to think of
the life she had lost. Then, one day after she

had been featured in a local newsPaPer as

woman business owner oF the year, Jane
went to a local fundraiser where she met a

man who she thought was the gentleman of
her dreams. Little did she know that her

dreams would turn into her worst night-
mare.

Doctor Vannerson was a retired physi-

cian who now sPent his time managing
investments. He had all the social graces, the

looks of Marcus'Welby, and a soft profes-

sional voice that made Jane hang on his

every word. His charm, confidence and sin-

cere understanding instantly put Jane at ease

I RBGULARLy wRrrE coLUMNS FoR AssocIATroNS wHosr MEMBERS oFrEN HAvE NEED oF PRWATE INVESTIGATORS, THIS

FRAUD COLUMN, "WIDOSS BEWARE," RAN IN DBA: HOUS?ON'S BUSIIVESS SOUSCE,

If you can't come up with a good idea for an
article, ask your reader some pertinent ques-
tions or give him a test. One of the few ads pro-
duced within our industry that I liked was a
short, 10-question test that quizzed the reader
on his knowledge of drug screening. It forced
me to think and made me wonder if I should
set up the same procedures to protect my com-
pant and employees from the rotten apples
ihat sold drugs and stole to support their per-
sonal habits. If it worked on me, it sure would
work on a corporate client!

BROCHURES

Your brochure is an essential part ofyour
company's promotion and should answer sev-

eral key questions for someone considering
your services. The first key questions are

"what's in it for me? Why should I use your
services instead of someone else, and how will
it help me in my business"'

To answer these questions in your bro-

chure, you must describe the services that
you provide and the benefits they can bring
io ttre client. The key selling points of a

brochure are the value of your service and
the benefits that are derived from its use.
Your brochure must convey your company's
ability and communicate the message that
you want to send.

Rather than trying to be all things to all
people, you should sell your strengths rather
than dilute yourself through advertising a

dozen different services. Ifyou have several
special skills or have built a firm that has
expertise in several areas, then I would rec-
ommend that you produce a separate small
brochure on each area of expertise and send
those brochures to the focused clients who
use those services.

Perhaps the question most often asked
about brochures is the size and cost of devel-
oping and printing. Through a lot of trial and
eiror, and looking at the brochures of hun-
dreds of other investigators, I have come to the
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SAFETY SECURITY
&INVESTIGAIION
PROFESSIONALS

A fum of professional, experienced, ceriified experts
available for consultation or examination of cases
requiring expert opinions or testimony.

Exped Witness lbstimony
Pre-Triai Investigation
Legal & Medical Malpractice Epmination
Intellectual Propeity & Trademak Fraud
Discovery of Undisclosed Assets
Security & Safeiv Planning
Life, Health. Injury Examination

INTnRtsct's INExpENsrvE, HIGHLY EFFEC-

TTVE BROCHURE DESCRIBES THE SERVICES TIIE
FIRM CAN DELWER TO THE CLIENT.

The larger brochure, which I rec-
ommend you deliver in person,
should be a corporate-level brochure
that describes your various services,
the principals of your firm, and your
corporate message. This brochure is
meant to inspire confidence in your
firm and reinforce the reason why the
client contacted you in the first place.
Looking at other investigators'
brochures, I've noticed that they
spend anywhere from g1 to 910 and
more on these deluxe presentation
brochures.

Through talking to clients, I
have learned that a 10- or 20-page
brochure does no better than a
smaller, well-thought-out, well-
produced brochure that answers a
prospective client's questions. I
prefer a heavy paper brochure with
a pocket on the back flap that can
hold additional articles and your
business card. This kind of bro-
chure gives you the flexibility to

Ednund l. E&u, C.L.I., C.F.E., C.EP
Erpedise:
Financial Fraud EEdnation
Inve$i8ator Indust* Standeds
Hidden Asset Location

Fra* w bbicon, C.F.E,, C.PP
El?€dise:
Buildng Saiety and Sdty
Fre Prsendon Prdedur€s
S<sity N€gligence Issues

Altn R. fick C.EE, C.PP

Eledronic Counter Measuret
S€cdty Hannhg Procedues
Premesis Liability Eednation

MICRITTI
5300 Memodat Driw, Suite 4S . Houston, Tms m@

Houston. Dallas. San Antonio. Beaumont . Corpus Christi. _{ustin. Atlania. phoenix

713-EE0-1111

conclusion that any growth-oriented inves-
tigative agency should have two brochures:

1. An inexpensive, cost-effective fold-over
brochure that fits in a legal size envelope

2. A larger, more comprehensive, quality
brochure to give clients in formal presen-
tations and proposals

The small brochure should list the services
you provide and feature one or two key points
about your expertise or your company princi-
pals. This brochure, which should cost between
15 and 30 cents a copy, should be used as an
introduction of your services as a means for
people to contact you for more information.
Because of its low cost, you can feel comfort-
able in sending out 100 or more brochures each
month to a targeted group of potential clients
and expect a good return on your investment.

add different materials inside the presentation
foider and change the address of your
brochure just by changing your business card.
Too many investigators invest in brochures
and then six months or a year later they change
addresses, personnel, or their marketing focus,
forcing them to either design a new brochure
or stick with their old ways.

COMPANY NEWSLETTERS

For several years, I've been examining
other industry's newsletters and have been
thinking about developing one for my own
firm. A company newsletter, printed quarterly,
is inexpensive, informative, and enhances
your company's visibility with existing and
new clients. By featuring your expertise in
recent cases and reprinting articles of interest
to your client base, the company newsletter
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can act as an excellent supplement to your
brochure and remind clients of your availabil-
ity and expertise.

PROFES SIONAL PRESENTATIONS

Most investigators don't realize it, but they
are in the business most people dream of.
Nearly everyone thinks that he or she would
be a great investigator and could do every bit
as good as Colombo or Rockford, if only given
a chance. These people-most of them trapped
in everyday jobs-would love to hear about
your business. They take vicarious pleasure in
hearing how you solved a whodunit.

On the local level, they'll buy your break-
fast, and if they really like you, they'll pay you
up to $1,000 or more a day just to hear you tell
them how much they really need your ser-
vices. If you don't think this could be true, my
speaking fees alone came to almost $50,000
Iast year, talking to accountants, auditors,
investigators, and others who just have the
fantasy of being an investigator. (If someone
had told me this several years ago, I wouldn't
have believed them either.)

The best way to get started is with your local
civic and professional associations. Where do
you find them? Just look on the business page of
your local newspaper or in the meetings col-

umn of your local business journal for the list-
ing of associations, when and where they meet,
and if they have a speaker.

The first time I spoke at such a meeting, I
didn't know what to say, so I asked them what
they wanted to know. Most of the people
wanted to know how to get into the investiga-
tions business, what was my most difficult
case, and if this business was really danger-
ous. Those questions I could answer. The rest
of my presentation developed, step by step,
getting a little more polished and confident at
each additional talk.

If you find you like speaking and want to
develop your skills into a profession, then I
would highty recommend your local
Toastmaster or a local chapter of the National
Speaker's Association. These associations spe-
cialize in developing your speaking skills and
teaching you how to market those skills into a
profession. (If you can't find a local chapter,
then contact the NSA headquarters at 3BZ7 N.
7th Street, Suite 350, Phoenix, AZ 85014.)

PUT IT IN WRITING

The spoken word is a beautiful thing, but once
given (unless it's recorded), it's gone. If you really
want a larger audience and a way to preserve your
ideas forever, they've got to be in print.
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The Referral
Letter

very sales manual I've ever read preached the gospel of positive rein-
forcement. People like to be stroked and like to know that you appreci-
ate them. Whenever a new client calls, ask him or her how he or she
was referred to you.

If sent by a friend, attorney, or former client, the best thing you can
do is to shoot out an atta-boy letter thanking him for being your cheer-
leader. (If you tell ro people you are the greatest detective in the
world, one or two will buy your story, but if they hear it from someone
else, someone who saw it with his own eyes, nine out of ro will bite
and use your services.)

By thanking them with a personal note, you can make everyone you
know one of your cheerleaders just by showing them that you value
their praise. Send them a short note of appreciation and they will refer
business to you again and again. ]ust load a short thank you note like
the following in your word processor and your secretary can send it
out without your blinking an eye.
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DATE

(NAME)
(rrrLE)
(coMPANY)
(ADDRESS)
(CITY, STATE, ZIP)

RE: A personal thank you for the referrat

Dear (CLIENTI:
I would like to extend a personal thank you for your recent referral of [NAMEI of [Cg]v{pA*t,to our firm. Your-professional courtesy and consideration in our behalf represent ih" !r""turf "o--pliment we can be paid. It is with much pride that I am worthy of your trust. In appreciation, Iremain,

Respectfully,

(YOUR SIGNATURE)
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Making Your
Business Hum

he computer, and the information that it brings to our fingertips, is one
of the greatest investigative tools developed in the twentieth century.
Through the wonders of microchip technology, we can now search a
multitude of databases and analyze millions'of information items rel-
evant to our investigations. The computer itself does not conduct
investigations; that is still, and will remain, the investigator's domain.
What the computer does is to nanow the parameters of the search and
focus the investigation far faster than any means previously available.
The computer allows us to network with other resources and agencies
across the globe and provides an instantaneous transmission of data
that can outrun even the fastest criminal.

The computer itself is just the visual box, a television screen that
portrays the information from its data bases. These data bases and the
information stored in their files are the true treasure trove of informa-
tion. These data bases can be classified in many ways, based on the
type of information they provide. The following are seven categories
that most investigators find useful in their trade:

1. Law Enforcement/Intelligence
2. Insurance Industry Data Bases
3. Public Record Filings
4. Credit Reports
5. Communication/Media
6. Scientific/Technical
7. People/Money

Within each of these categories, you will find a wide range of
resources. These resources serve a specific purpose, but all contribute



to the investigator's body of knowledge and
add to the ability to investigate various aspects
of crime.

LAW ENTORCEMENT/INTELLIGENCE

For many years, law enforcement agencies
have collected criminal history information
and other statistics that help identify crimi-
nals, determine their whereabouts, and pro-
vide intelligence on members associated with
criminal acts such as organized crime fami-
lies, theft rings, and serial criminals. In recent
years, new data bases have been developed to
provide financial information and "modus
operandi" information to help law enforce-
ment officers identify patterns of crimes in the
hope of recognizing acts perpetrated nation-
wide by serial criminals.

o National Crime Information Center. The
NCIC was developed as a tool for Iocal law
enforcement agencies to access criminal histo-
ry information nationwide. The FBI orga-
nized, built, and maintains this data base and
collects criminal anest, conviction, and intel-
ligence information on wanted suspects, both
in the United States and abroad. The FBI also
maintains two other data bases, the National
Stolen Property Index (NSPI) (which includes
stolen government and military property) and
the National Fraudulent Index (NFI).

. INTERPOL. The International Criminal
Police Organization, better known as INTER-
POL, is a network of national, central police
bureaus in more than 155 member countries
that share information with each other to
assist law enforcement agencies in the detec-
tion and deterrence of international crime.
Each bureau is an agency of that member
country's government and serves as the liaison
between that law enforcement agency and the
INTERPOL network. The types of crimes and
investigations that INTERPOL can provide
information on include the following:

-Location of suspects, fugitives, and wit-
nesses

-Criminal history checks

-Prevention 
of terrorism

-Stolen artwork

-Tracing 
of weapons

-Tracing motor vehicles, license plates,
and driver's checks

o EI Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC). EPIC is
a proprietary data base of U.S. Customs to
assist this agency in documenting the foreign
travel and return of individuals reentering the
United States from a foreign port. This data
base is extremely helpful in identifying people
who make frequent trips outside of the United
States and has led to the identification and
arrest of thousands of people involved in the
theft, smuggling, and drug trade. (EPIC is dis-
cussed further in Chapter 12.)

. Financial Crime Enforcement Network,
3833 N. Fairfax Drive, Arlington,VA222Og
(FinCen). FinCen was developed as a division
of the U.S. Treasury Department to provide
public record information, financial analysis,
and other computerized data on drug dealers
and other high-dollar money launderers and
white-collar criminals. This data base is main-
tained by the U.S. Treasury and is used by
local, state, and federal law enforcement agen-
cies and regulatory agencies to determine
financial activities and locate assets in cases
where white-collar criminals are suspected of
financial fraud. Some data bases searched by
FinCen include the following:

-Cash 
tansaction Reports (CTRs). Provide

information on individuals conducting
financial transactions of $10,000 or more.
Initially required of banks and financial
institutions, this reporting requirement
is now required of title companies, auto
dealers, and others receiving cash funds
in excess of $10,000.

_EPIC.

-Real Property. FinCen searches the data
bases of public record providers to iden-
tify both tax assessment and real proper-
ty ownership of targets of investigation
and related parties. Investigations indi-
cate that the majority of white-collar
criminals frequently hide real property
in their spouses' maiden names. Where
investigators once had to search real
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property ownership by township or
county records, computerized resources
have combined this information so that
searches can be conducted by state,
region, or almost nationally (some states
are not yet computerized and easily
accessible) to identify real property own-
ership or taxation and ownership on a
much larger scale.

-Publications. 
Using communication data

bases, FinCen searches for newspaper,
magazine, and other publication records
of target individuals and their related
business entities to identify their current
location and activities. These searches
will often lead to a new business location
and financial activities of white collar
criminals by reporting their stock trans-
actions, purchases, sales or other busi-
ness activities reported by local and
national publications.

-Intelligence. FinCen collates the informa-
tion of many data bases to search for pat-
terns of financial criminals that will help
identify new targets and provide clues to
their current activities. By combining
information on the foreign travel, registra-
tion of new business entities, location of
cash transactions, and large financial pur-
chases, this analysis can often identify
parties not discovered through traditional
investigative means and trace the source
of funds back to illegal enterprises.

o Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).
FAA maintains records reflecting the chain of
ownership of all civil aircraft in the United
States. These records include documents per-
taining to the manufacfure, sale, transfer, inspec-
tion, and modification of aircraft, including the
bill of sale, contracts, mortgages, and liens.

The FAA also maintains records on pilots,
aircraft mechanics, flight engineers, and oth-
ers whom it certifies in flight safety positions.
(If you ever want to locate a pilot, call the FAA
and ask where his next physical is going to be
held. One of its representatives can tell you in
advance where he will be and give you the
means to establish a meaningful relationship
at his next physical.)

. Social Security Administration. This
agency, within the Department of Health and
Human Services, maintains the original appli-
cations for Social Security numbers that
include date of birth, place of birth, sex, race,
and parents'names and address at the time of
application. The first three digits of a Social
Security number indicate its assigned area of
issuance. This is one of the best tools to deter-
mine where a person grew up and often gives
another place to investigate for assets, by iden-
tifying the area that many people either run
home to or where their parents have lived and
died and remembered them in their wills.

. U.S. Coast Guard. This agency maintains
the names of merchant mariners on U.S. ves-
sels and any investigative records pertaining
to them. The Coast Guard also provides
records on documented U.S. vessels that
includes most boats over 40 tons registered in
this country. When searching for a yacht, the
U.S. Coast Guard Marine Inspection Office
should be high on your list.

INSURANCE INDUSTRY DATA BASES

Aside from law enforcement, many in-
dustries create their own intelligence data
bases to help spot emerging trends and indi-
viduals who cause frequent financial losses
to their industries.

Many of the nation's leading insurance
companies contribute claim information to
computer bureaus that collate and merge the
information to identify frequent claimants and
locations of claims (one of the ways insurers
identify crime rings is by determining the
existence of frequent or multiple claims at a
single location). This search pattern defeats
the use of multiple names and the use of third
parties in claim fraud by identifying and
examining frequent claim addresses to deter-
mine the true owner or users of the address
and comparing them against claim files.

e American Insurance Services Group, 200
New Brunswick Avenue, Rahway, N]. As recent-
ly as several years ago, there were eight index
bureaus scattered around the country that all
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searched claim information manually to identi-
fy potential fraud. Through the advent of the
computer and the need for national claims
information, these index bureaus have merged
into a central operation directed by American
Insurance Services Group. This company owns
and manages two data bases, the Central Index
Bureau (CIB) and the Property Insurance Loss
Register (PILR) that helps law enforcement and
insurance agencies identify the history of
claimants, the number of claims by an individu-
al, the number of claims at a given address, and
possible patterns of fraud.

o National Insurance Crime Bureau,
10330 S. Roberts Road, 3A, Palos Hills, IL
60456. This agency combines the investiga-

tive and data gathering activities
of the National Automobile Theft
Bureau and the Insurance Crime
Prevention Institute and collects
data from law enforcement agen-
cies and insurance companies
concerning insurance claim fraud
and auto theft.

PUBLIC RECORD FILINGS

Every city, county, state, and
federal jurisdiction maintains
records of the activities of their
agencies and the people who act
within their systems. These pub-
lic records are the largest data
base of information in the United
States and provide information on
literally everyone in the country,
far exceeding most records ac-
cessed by law enforcement agen-
cies, which only maintain records
on one out of every five individu-
als who have been involved in
criminal activities. The public
records provide a history of the
personal, business, litigation, and
financial activities of citizens and
noncitizens alike, all of whom
must register their deeds and
activities through these public
records systems.

The public record system main-
tains records in four primary areas that are of
assistance to the investigator:

'J.. Personal ldentification and Location.
Records such as voter registration, marriage
license, and driver's license registrations can
often provide full legal names, current and
prior addresses, dates of birth, and Social
Security numbers of individuals who file for
or obtain these documents. These records are
easily obtainable through county or state agen-
cies and provide the fastest and most cost
effective means of locating individuals or
identifying their current or former addresses
(the first three numbers of the Social Security
number identify the area in which the individ-
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A coNapursR AND TFIE RIGHT NETwoRKs cAN BRING vorER REGISTRATIoN AND
OTHER PUBLIC RECORDS RIGHT INTO YOUR OFFICE.

ual was issued a Social Security registration.
This information provides investigators with a
means to determine where an individual was
either born, grew up, or first entered the
United States in many cases).

2. Business Affiliations. Records of the sec-
retary of state corporate division, county
assumed name filings, and uniform commer-
cial code (UCC) records provide the names of
people registering business entities, the iden-
tity of businesses registered by individuals, or
other companies and reveal the names and
addresses of financiai institutions and other
creditors that conducted financiai transac-
tions with a party obtaining credit or financ-
ing. UCC records also provide a documenta-
tion of collateral for loans that will identify
and locate the existence ofthose assets.

3. Litigation. The data bases of names of
people involved in lawsuits, both criminal
and civil, provide valuable information to the
investigator seeking former associates, wit-
nesses, or third parties with knowledge of the
activities of investigation targets.

The searching of these litigation records is
frequently described as "sniffing out the vintage
where the sour gmpes are stored," as it provides
a detailed list of the people who have personal,
business, and financial grudges against the sub-
ject of the investigation. These records provide

an extensive data base, as almost
every individual in this country is
either a plaintiff, defendant, or
witness in civil case litigation
sometime in his or her life. The
types of cases that encompass civil
Iitigation include actions for
divorce, nonpayment of debt,
breach of contract, loan default,
injury claims, and disputes over
many real or imagined wrongs.
Both the civil and criminal records
of lawsuits in litigation are public
records, freely available to any
interested party.

Every investigator should
become familiar with the crimi-
nal and civil courthouses and the
records they contain because
these records often provide

detailed information that is invaluable in
developing background information on their
subjects. Levels of courts include municipal,
county, district/superior, federal, and crimi-
nal/civil/bankruptcy.

4. Asset Ownership. To own or control prop-
erty in this country, the purchaser of this proper-
ty must fill out a long list of documents that pro-
vides a clear trail for the financial investigator,

From the purchase of the property (often
conducted at a title company) to the payment
oftaxes through the county tax assessor and
the fiiing of the real property deed at the coun-
ty recorder's office, each step provides the
investigator with a document that details the
date, financial parameters, and parties in-
volved in the transaction,

The tax assessor and the county recorder
records are now computerized in many states
and can quickly be accessed through a data
base that will provide the identification of
counties in which the party owns or pays
taxes on property. This resource provides the
investigator with the Iocation to obtain the
documents and records that detail the proper-
ty transaction's fuil history.

Another record, often overiooked by finan-
cial investigators, is the county probate record,
the document source that details the assets and
liabilities of parties through the distribution of
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their estate. In those cases where inheritance is
an issue in establishing someone's true net
worth, the probate records are often the best
resource to determine the extent of assets and
liabilities of a person at the time of their death
and the partitioning of the estate to the heirs.

Where investigators frequently spent hours
pouring over huge, hand-written volumes in
courthouses, public information resellers like
Prentice Hall On-Line have made a new indus-
lry of computerizing and coliating these pub-
lic record transactions. These companies jand
other public record resellers, have accumulat-
ed the rights to resell these miliions of records
that provide valuable insight into the activi-
ties that constitute our daily lives.

. Information America (IA), 600 W.
Peachtree St., N.W., Ste. 1200, Atlanta, GA
30308. This is a nationwide retrieval service
that collects public records in many jurisdic-
tions throughout the United States. IA collects
county, state, and federal public record fiiings
and maintains other information data basJs
such as Sleuth, People Finder, and Business
Finder, data bases that search for people, busi-
nesses, and other Iocator information.

r Prentice-Hall Legal and Financial
Services, 15 Columbus Circle, Ny, Ny

company. Summary screen provides all
matches from which detail viewing can be
selected.

o Prentice-Hall Legal & Financial Services.
Provides due diligence, business background,
and asset searching services using a combina-
tion of on-line searches and manual searches
of liens and court records. The result is a com-
prehensive report on the assets, liens, and lia-
bilities of a given individual or business entity.

e Prentice-Hail Information Link (PHIL).
Available with Prentice Hall On-Line, this on-
line service is a host for thousands of scientif-
ic, technical, and business data bases. PHIL
provides on-line access to more than g00 pro-
fessional publications.

r TRW-REDI-DATA, 1200 NW 66th Ave-
nue, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33313. A national real
estate data base that collates the records of the
county tax assessor to list the owners and tax
payers of real property along with the address,
legal description, and tax-assessed value of
the subject's property. This data base allows
the investigator to search real estate owner-
ship statewide in many jurisdictions rather
than county by county, as is available from
most other sources.

10023. Provider of comprehen-
sive public record information
services worldwide. Informa-
tion services include searching
and retrieval of: UCC, corpo-
rate/limited partnership, court
record, tax lien, real property,
SEC, federal agency, and envi-
ronmental information. Main-
tains on-line data base for asset
or locator searching that con-
tains more than 150 million
public record filings from the
county, state, and federal levels.

r Prentice-Hall On-Line
(PHO), Using one search com-
mand, you can search the entire
data base for all data types in all
Iocations on a given individual or
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EQI.IIPMENT NEEDED TO ACCESS
PUBLIC RECORDS

The three greatest investigative tools of
modern time are the telephone, computer, and
fax machine. These tools give you instant
access to the world of spoken and written
communications, as well as bringing you the
wonderful world of public information right
to your door.

Computer
With today's modern price wars and glut of

personal computers, any investigator can
afford a world-class computer setup for under
$2,000. fust pick up the ads in any Sunday
newspaper or computer magazine and you
will become barraged with choices from
Apple, Compaq, and Dell to Radio Shack and
Texas Instruments. The choice of computer is
up to you, but I would recommend one that
has quick and dependable service through a
nearby repair and maintenance facility.

When buying a computer, you should con-
sider both the price and the availability of ser-
vice. Again, make sure that you have a repair
facility nearby that can perform any needed
maintenance or troubleshoot any problems
that you have getting your system up and run-
ning. If you pick up your local newspaper or
computer magazine, you'll see all the brands
and prices, duking it out in their most recent
price war. Here are a few brands that I recom-
mend you look at, to help you in your choice.

-IBMPS/r Modelztzs

-Compaq 
Prolinea 3/255 386SX/25MHz

-Dell 4B6P/33 486/ 33MHz

-Dell333P 386/33MHz

-Packard 
neil +go-DX 33 MHz

-Packard 
Bell 386-SX 2o l'lHz

-Leading 
Edge 80486 DX/50 MHz

-Leading 
Edge 80386 DH/33 MHz

Laptops
If you are into laptop computers, which are

wonderful for frequent travelers who conduct
business on the road, these are a few of several
good choices:

-Compaq 
Contura 3/20 Model 84 3B6SL/20

MHz

-Leading 
Edge DNE 258-SX (3BO processor)

-Toshiba 
T3300SL (386 processor)

By the time this book is published, the
prices on the 486 series of computers will
probably come down to where the 3B6s are
today. If they do, my recommendation is to
buy a 486 because it has the speed and power
to run all of the wonderful new windows pro-
grams that make computer usage so idiotproof
that even I can use them. If you have won-
dered why I picked IBM-compatible equip-
ment over that of Apple, it's because there are
many more IBM investigator users and much
more software available for these systems. The
Apple is certainly more user-friendly and has
many graphics features not found in the IBM-
compatible equipment, but most of the people
in this business have gone to IBM-compatible
equipment and are more familiar with its use
(with new software available that lets Apples
talk to IBMs, you can now use either kind of
equipment and get the same results). If you are
into computers and like all the toys, then there
are a number of other goodies that you can add
to your system to make it hum.

Modem
The one essential piece of additional equip-

ment you want for your computer is a modem
so that you can plug in to all of those wonder-
ful informational data bases that make the
computer more than a word processor. The
term modem is an acronym for modulator/
demodulator. This device translates letters,
numbers, and other symbols into tones that
can be carried on the telephone lines and
translates the tones it receives back into let-
ters, numbers, and symbols. Every communi-
cating computer needs one so that you can talk
to other computers. Dozens of companies now
make modems, but the standard of the indus-
try is the Hayes Smartmodem. |ust be sure that
any modem that you buy is "Hayes" compati-
ble. My choice is a Hayes compatible 1,200- or
2,400-baud modem so that you can download
your information in the wink of an eye.

Mouse
The mouse is almost nine years old and
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still rolling along. Mice and the newer track
balls facilitate using many programs. The
mouse device makes the cursor responsive to
hand movement rather than requiring you to
enter F-key commands or number/letter com-
binations to perform tasks and operate pro-
grams. Many systems have built-in mouse
controllers and plug-ins "on board" when pur-
chased, or you can add a function board to
your existing system. Window environments
almost necessitate mouse operation for ease of
use. Additionally, there are mouse pens,
graphic tablets, joysticks, and something
called the Unmouse that you use by sliding
your finger around on a glass surface to manip-
ulate the pointer. There are mouse devices for
laptops also.

Internal FaxBoard
There are pros and cons regarding the use of

an internal fax board. They obviously take the
place of stand-alone equipment and save hav-
ing to print the document that you wish to cre-
ate and transmit. Other positive features are no
paper jams, several cover sheets stored for use,
better image output on the receiving end, and
the fact that you can haul your fax along when
you take your computer on the road.

The downside to internal fax boards is that
you have to have an optical character recogni-
tion system (scanner) in order to send copies
of articles already in printed form. You have to
leave your computer on in order to be able to
receive a fax at any time (if you spend a lot of
time on-line, your fax will be out of service
while you are using your modem). You cannot
edit incoming messages before printing with-
out converting them to a text file using OCR
software, and the background operating of the
fax board may slow down or interfere with
other computing tasks on a slow computer
fbelow 72MHz).

CD-&OM Disk Drive
One of the latest devices to arrive on the

computer scene is the Compact Disk-Read Only
Memory systems. CD-ROMs are just like the
disks used to record music. At the moment,
they have information stored on them, and you
purchase them for "in house" use ofvast infor-

mation banks that do not need daily updating.
Data bases that provide current information still
must be accessed on-line. CD-ROMs function
like encyclopedias or textbooks by furnishing a
searchable environment on computer. Com-
puters are now arriving on the market with CD-
ROM drives installed, and the technology for all
users to not only read but also to write to and
file huge amounts of information on one disk is
on the horizon.

Optical Character Re ader
Until recently, OCRs, more commonly

called scanners, were financially out of reach
for the occasional user. Now, however, hand-
held and full-page versions with attendant
software are available and more favorably
priced for the serious computer user.

OCRs allow you to "read" a printed page,
photograph, picture, line art, or what have you
into your computer system. You can save
hours of data input and eliminate costly proof-
reading with such a device. Also in desktop
publishing, it allows you to copy logos and
designs that are specific to your material with-
out having to go to a professional printer.

CREDIT REPORTS

Once a cottage industry of small mom-and-
pop collection agencies, today's credit bureaus
are dominated by three giant super bureaus that
collect credit transactions and financial data on
almost every person in America. The big three
bureaus-TRW, TransUnion, and Equifax-
have grown by acquiring the network of small
local agencies and merging them into a national
network under these three companies' owner-
ship. The information that the credit bureaus
provide comes from a variety of sources.

These sources include credit information
reported from local and national businesses,
government agencies that sell certain identifi-
cation and financial information, and insur-
ance companies and financial institutions that
report information on insurance policies or
parties applying for credit. All of the three big
credit bureaus have information on millions ol
people. But each has an area of the country in
which it has greater information coverage than
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its competitors. In the west-
ern states, TRW has the great-
est coverage, with Trans
Union having the most com-
plete data in the central states
and Equifax covering the east-
ern seaboard.

Often, it is wise to access
all three of these data bases to
make sure you acquire the
most current, up-to-date in-
formation on a subject and the
areas he has traveled through.
In addition to its traditional
credit reports, these bureaus
provide a number of other ser-
vices of tremendous value to
the on-line investigator.

All of us are familiar with
the term "credit report," but
few people know exactly
what one is and what it pro-
vides (see example at right).
Many investigators are sur-
prised to learn that the credit
bureaus issue or sell a vari-
ety of reports that provide
information outside credit
status that does not fall
under the guidelines of the
Fair Credit Reporting Act
(FCRA) and does not require
a release of information or
generate a credit inquiry
notification, thereby inform-
ing the credit subject of your
request for information about his or her sta-
tus. The types of reports provided by most
credit reporting agencies in this area
include:

o Social Security Trace. A search conduct-
ed to determine any name and address usedby
individuals who are recorded under a specifil
Social Security number. This search will give
the various names and addresses reported to
that Social Security number on credit applica-
tions and inquiries anywhere in their system
(this search is the most cost-effective electron-
ic means of locating individuals, with a "hit
rate" of over 90 percent to a past or current
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address and aliases used by a subject).
These searches also detect Social Security

numbers that have been used for death
claims and give the year it was filed. They
also inform the searcher that a number has
not been issued rather than just furnishing a
"no record" report.

o Atlas Search. A computer-generated
printout of the names, addresses, and tele-
phone numbers of addresses surrounding the
address given for your subject of investigation
(see example on page 34). The data base also
furnishes information from the National
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SOCIAI SECURIII TRACE REPORT

MKT/SUB INFILE
15 SC

gators because they feel that the
investigators will improperly
use their services. To overcome
this obstacle, you can explain
to them that your use is strictly
for legitimate purposes and that
you will maintain on file (or fax
them) a release in matters
where you want a full credit
report. For the other services
that the credit bureaus provide,
such as Social Security trace
and Atlas search, no FCRA
release is necessary. If worst
comes to worst, sign up with
the credit bureaus for Social
Security trace and Atlas seatch,
and then ask them to increase
your services, once you have
shown them that you are a legit-
imate customer.

. Equifax Services, Inc.,
1600 1 Peachtree Street, N.W.,
Atlanta, GA 30309.

DATE
L0 / L6/92

TIME
10:53

RPT ON
r SOCIAI SECURITY

NA!{E/SPOUSE
ADDRESS

SSN DOB

NUMBER TRACE T 460-13-0857
SSN O!{NER

ADDR RPT DATE

t. BRAN?LEY, J T
2951 MARINA BAY DR., LBAGUE CITY, TX. 77573
803 It. MAIN ST., LBAGUE CrTY TX. 77573
16516 SEAT.ARK, BOUSTON TX., 939 77062

BRANTLEY, TODD
2951 MARINE BAY DR., I.EAGUE CITY TX. 77573
803 W. !..tArN, LEAGUE CrrY TX.,939 77573
15516 SEAT,ARK, SOUSTON TX.,939 77062

BR,ANTLEY, T J
6509 SAXON, nOUSTON TX.,450 77018
POB 2222, SPRTNG TX 77335

. Equifax Sleuth. To the computerized
investigator, these searches are
one of the most efficient and
cost-effective means of locating
individuals or addresses. A
number of new data bases are
now coming on-line that
enhance this information by
matching addresses to tele-
phone numbers like an on-line
criss-cross directory. Moving
forward into the future, the
credit bureaus are now acquir-
ing additional data bases that
contain additional information
such as tax assessment records,
postal change of addresses, and
addresses reported to various
governmental agencies that are
sold by the government to these
credit bureaus. Many of the
credit bureaus are now denying
membership to private investi-

34

o Transunion, 555 West Adams St.,
Chicago,IL 60661.

2.

3.

SUBJECT
LO/92

SUBJBCT
09/92
10/90

08/89
0 1/88

01. I,AVERELI. EOTIARD
2913 MARINER DR

02. MAXI{BLL RANDAIL
2945 MARINER DR

03. INGRAM SAU
2949 UARINER DR

04. PBILLIPS I{ARY
2950 MARINBR DR

JOENSON BOBBY
2952 }'ARINER DR

DU: SFDU DOR:1990
LEAGI'E CIfY

DU: SFDU DOR:1987
T.EAGI'E CITY

DU: SFDU DoR:1989
LEAGI'E C:TY

DU: SFDU DOR:1979
I,EAGUE CITI

DU: SFDU DOR:1990
LEAGI'E CITY

(7131 334-3321
rx 77573-9234

(713) 334-2897
TX 77573-9234

(713) 334-016s
TX 77573-9234

(713) 334-2500
TX 77573-9234

(7131 334-5s01
TX 77573-9234

*** E]IWK-ALERT3 CLEAR
T*END OF NETI{ORK TRACE*T

Evnny pERSON nq rrn Umrno Srarns 5HOULD HAyE A Socw Sncurury NUMBER,

ESPECIALLY WORKING P'EOPLE.

Movers Index and U.S. Postal Service address
forwarding informati on.

AII.AEI SEBRCE REPORT

DATE TIME
L0/16/92 10:54

**SUBJECT VERIFICATION WITE 5 NEIGHBORS*'

GO!,I BRANTLEI, J* 2 95 1, UARINAAAY, DR, LEAGUECITY, TX, 7 7 57 3 * T

ADDRESS

05.

rTEND OF ATI.AS REPORT*I

A sar'prr Arlas Srnncg REPoRT GIvES occuPANTs oF SURRoUNDING ADDRESSES.
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. TRW Information Services, 901 N.
International Parkway, Richardson, TX 75081.

COMMTJNICATIONS AND MEDIA

The power of the written word has grown
tremendously in the last 10 years through the
advent of the computer. The mass of informa-
tion reported in our newspapers, periodicals,
journals, and magazines is now instantly
available and can be accessed by name, sub-
ject, or circumstances by city, region, national,
or global means. Through this access, the
world-class con man can no longer outrun his
past and stay ahead of his reputation by out-
running the "word of mouth" trail he leaves in
his wake. In almost every jurisdiction, the
local media has a tremendous resource of
information that can enhance the investiga-
tor's capability dramatically.

On a recent investigation in New England, I
was interviewed by Boston's Bonker &
Tradesman newspaper regarding the losses by
financial institutions in New England. While
touring the paper's offices, I met the director of
computer data and determined that this news-
paper owned five other New England publica-
tions and that, together, they had published all
of the public record filings of court actions
and real estate purchases from Connecticut to
Maine from 1985 to the present. Having
searched real estate transactions from town-
ship to township as they are stored in the pub-
lic records, I was amazed and delighted to see
that I could now access a five-state region
through a central computer.

By searching in the name of my subject, his
spouse's maiden name, and his mother's maid-
en name, we quickly identified more than 20
properties and cost-effectively completed a
search within hours, not the weeks that we had
anticipated in a manual search. As more of
these regional data collectors merge their infor-
mation into national resellers like Prentice Hall
On-Line, Dialog, and Lexis/Nexis, the ease and
cost of searching for information and assets will
improve dramatically.

A brief list of a few of the many companies
offering on-line communications and media
materials is as follows:

o Information Access Company (IAC), 362
Lakeside Drive, Foster City, CA 94404. A
provider of reference materials that gives peri-
odical reference products, both on-line and
through CD-ROM terminals, in thousands of
North American libraries. IAC organizes the
contents of major national and international
publications into research data bases and
draws from more than 4,000 national and
international trade, business, health, and med-
ical journals, as well as both local and global
news wires.

oMagazine Index. Magazine Index is a data
base of more than 3 70,000 major U.S. and
Canadian magazines dating from 1g79 to the
present. (Access is through Dialog.)

o Mead Data Central, Inc., P.O. Box gg3,
Dayton, OH 45401. Mead Data Central is a data
base that contains major newspaper, legal,
government, and other publications. Its two
most widely used data bases are Lexis (a large
and widely used full-text legal data base con-
taining cases from federal and state courts)
and Nexis, a full-text data base consisting of
general news, business, and financial informa-
tion from more than 150 newspapers, with
data from 1975 to present.

o Newsearch, Produced by Information
Access Services. Newsearch provides access
to the most current articles and wire stories
from more than 1,800 newspapers, wire ser-
vices, magazines, business publications, and
computer and legal publications. It is the daily
update for six data bases on Compuserve.

o Newsnet, 945 Haverford Road, Bryn Mawr,
PA 19010. Newsnet maintains files through
major newspapers, government publications,
magazines, and newspapers that are broken
down by sources and subjects, The topics
include adveltising, automotive, marketing,
construction to law, public relations, real estate,
social sciences, and many, many more.

o Data Times. Data Times is a major news-
paper, magazine, periodical, and business
information data base providing a vast amount
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of information from foreign publications as
well as a majority of the 50 states. It also pro-
vides access to the complete Dow Jones News
Retrieval Service.

o Standard and Poors, 25 Broadway, New
York, NY 10004. Standard and Poors is a finan-
cially oriented data base providing information
about 36,000 corporations and 340,000 "key
executives" with more than 74,000 profile
biographies. This data base also provides back-
ground and financial information onbanks, sav-
ings and loans, and other financial institutions.
Accessible through Dialog and Data Tlmes.

o Vu-Text Information Services, Inc. Vu-
Text Information Services is a data base con-
taining information from over 500 publica-
tions that assist in locating articles on individ-
uals and businesses throughout the United
States. This company is currently merging
with Dialog.

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHMCAL DAIA BASES

The advance of scientific information and
Iearning has been so rapid in recent years that
only through the use of the computer could
scientists keep up with the tremendous
growth of knowledge available. This burst of
knowledge has been electronically collated,
processed, and stored and is now for sale for
information resellers such as Dialog, Compu-
serve, and Meadata, companies that offer hun-
dreds of technical information menus, easily
accessible by subject, circumstances, or party
being researched.

Data bases offered in these fields include
agricultural, biographical, chemical, legal,
medical, and technical areas, to mention just
a few of the more than 500 fields of knowl-
edge offered to subscribers. These scientific
and technical data bases draw their informa-
tion from professional and technical jour-
nals, professional papers, graduate theses,
and government studies related to their spe-
cific fields. Through these data bases, the on-
line investigator can quickly accumulate the
technical knowledge necessary to support
their suppositions.

. Compuserve Information Service, 5000
Arlington Center Blvd., Columbus, OH. This
company is a worldwide information reseller
of on-line information, communication, and
reference data bases. Through Compuserve,
clients can access more than 400 financial,
communication, newspaper, and entertain-
ment data bases. In addition, Compuserve
maintains various member bulletin boards,
fax, and E-Mail services.

o Dialog, P.O. Box 10010, Palo Alto, CA
94304. Offering access to more than 800 data
bases, this company maintains more than 80
million records concerning directory, business,
and financial data. Its records maintain infor-
mation on many scientific and technical fields
as well as provide access to major communica-
tion and directory service data bases.

o Information on Demand, Inc., 8000 W.
Park Dr., Mclean, VA22lO2. A provider of on-
line business news and specialty technical
information for research facilities and govern-
ment agencies. This company provides full
text copy of any publicly available document,
including technical reports, government docu-
ments, journal articles, patents, videocas-
settes, and conference proceedings. This com-
pany is an excellent technical source for
biomedical information and patent and trade-
mark records.

. Scorpio. A government data base ac-
cessed through the Congressional Research
Service located in Washington, D.C. This ser-
vice contains numerous data bases that pro-
vide abstracts of important government infor-
mation, including the following:

-Library of Congress Computerized Cata-
log contains all books written in the
English language since 7978.

-Bibliographic Citation File has selected
citations to journal articles from 1976 to
nowt that might be of interest to Congress.

-Congressional Status Files maintains
information searched by subject or by
bill number to determine the status of
any bill.

-National Referral Center Master File is a
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data base consisting of records of 14,s00
trade organizations and professional
societies and lobbies.

-Securities Information Center is operated
by Itel Corporation under contract with
the SEC to collate records regarding bad
securities and other financial records
relating to the banking and brokerage
business.

-CAPCRIME Producer, CAP Index, Inc.
This data base can be used to determine
criminal justice statistics concerning
how likely a crime is to occur at a given
location. The company produces a model
that gives current year and five-year pro-
jections of the likelihood of certain types
of crime occurring in a particular g-eo-
graphic location. It has crime risk data
for any U.S. location and can be used by
security consultants and planners in ana-
lyzing the vulnerability of specific sites
to crime.

FINANCIAL DATA BASES

. American Banker-Produced by Ameri-
can Banker-Bond Buyer, One State Street
Plaza, New York, NY 1000a. This is a daily
production of the full text of all major newi
stories on banking and financial services. AB
reports on the latest events affecting the indus-
try throughout the United States and analyzes
trends, technological innovations in banking
and regulator activities in the industry.
Available through Dialog, Mead Data,
Newsnet, and Data Times.

o Business America On-Line. produced by
American Business Informatio n, 57 LI Soutl
B6th Circle, Omaha, NE 68122. A comprehen-
sive business data base with informalion on
more than 10 million companies, including
company name, address, phone number,
names of owners, employees, and sales vol-
gTes. The company provides business pro-
files, and market research information on a
nationwide basis.

. Business Dateline. Produced by UMI/
Data Courier. Collection of full-text stories on

major business issues drawn from more than
1-8 0 regional business perio dicals throughout
the United States and Canada. CollectJdata
from local business journals throughout the
United States and is an excellent source of
information on small businesses and their
financial activities.

. Disclosure, Inc., b161 River Road,
Bethesda, MD 20Bi.O. Provider of timely and
accurate information relating to publicly trad-
ed companies and their officers ind directors.
Disclosure has an on-line index of every docu-
ment filed with the SEC, covering more than
7O Fortune 500 public companies. This com-
pany also provides annual reports and moni-
toring services that follow the litigation, legis-
lation, and stock activities of both national
and some international public companies.

e Dun & Bradstreet Information Services,
Three Sylvan Way, Parsippany, NJ 0z0S . This
company provides on-line information regard-
ing the financial history of corporations. My
only caveat is that most of this information il
self-reported except for corporate and UCC
records. The company also provides
microfiche containing listings that show busi-
ness identities through assumed name corpo-
rate records nationwide.

o Investext. Produced by Thompson
Financial Network. This company claims to be
the world's largest internationai data base of
c_ompany and industry research reports. The
data base contains 320,000 reportsbn 27,OOO
companies and 53 industry categories. The
company also draws from sources in Asia and
Europe and produces industry, geographic, and
topical Jlports on various business iubjects.
Accessible through Dialog, Compuserve, Dow
]ones News, Mead, Lexis/Nexis, and Newsnet.

_ - 
. 

lloody's Corporate Profiles. produced by
Moody's Investors Service. This data base con-
tains concise descriptions and financial
overviews of companies listed on the New
York Stock Exchange and American Stock
Exchange and many of the national over-the-
counter exchanges. The information includes
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company descriptions, earnings, dividends,
revenues, and other financial information.

electronic directory assistance service available
for many parts of the United States listing over
120 million names, addresses, and telephone
numbers. For locating people without other
identifying information. This data base is hard
to beat. Accessible through Directory Net,Inc.

Accessible through Dialog.

PEOPLE AND MONEY
RELATED DATA BASES

A number of data bases have been created
that are specifically designed to assist in pro-
fessional investigators, collectors, and attor-
neys in locating people and other personal
information. These data bases include the
following:

o Agency Management Services (AMS),
3001 East Bypass, College Station, TX77845.
(Bo0) sBB-8553.

o American Data Research Inc., P.O. Box
77887, Salem, OR 97305. This company is a
reporting bureau for the insurance industry
that provides a full array of state motor vehicle
information, both in the United States and in
the Canadian provinces and in Puerto Rico.

o Disclosure On-Line. Produced by Dis-
closure, Inc. Disclosure collects information on
more than 12,000 publicly held companies
direct from annual and quarterly financial state-
ments and reports as well as regulation state-
ments filed with the SEC. These documents dis-
close assets, liabilities, stock prices, earnings,
dividends, sales figures, and other financial
business information. It is accessible through
Dialog, Compuserve, Dow |ones News, Mead-
Lexis, Routers, and Data-Star.

o Dow fones News Retrieval Services.
Produced by Dow Jones & Company. Articles
and special features from financial magazines
such as the WalI Street lournal and Barcons,
along with information from the Dow Jones
News Service (DINS), also known as the "tick-
er." Searches can be conducted by stock sym-
bol or name to follow business data on major
corporations. Available through Dow Jones
News, Dialog, and Data Times.

o Electronic White Pages. Produced by
Regional Telephone Companies. An on-line

o Marquis Who's Who. Biographies on
more than 100,000 business executives listed
in the various Who's l,ilfto directories pro-
duced by this company. An excellent source
for personal background, educational, and
other information concerning many promi-
nent people in all fields of life. Accessible
through Dialog and Compuserve.

r Metronet, 360 E.22nd Street, Lumbard,
IL 60148. This is an on-line system of locator
information maintained by Metromail
Corporation. Metronet provides on-line access
to national consumer and change of address
data bases for address verification, telephone
look up, and neighbor look up.

. Phonefile. This is a Compuserve file (Go
Phonefile) that is extrapolated from Metronet.It
is a national data base of telephone directory
information that can determine the current sur-
name, location (city, state, or area code), or tele-
phone number of any given name in its national
data base. This data base is one of the most cost-
effective locator resources and can be accessed
through Compuserve at a fee of $.ZS per minute.
You must enter one request at a time. This is a
cheap source of listed residential phone lists
and for addresses that have nonpublished num-
bers. This data base allows you to set search
results to scroll and down load for later review.
Accessible through Compuserve.

o Standard and Poors' Register-Biographical.
Produced by Standard and Poors. A biographi-
cal directory to more than 70,000 high-level
American executives, listing personal data to
include residence, birth place, year of birth,
company affiliation, degrees, and other valu-
able information. Updated twice a year, this reg-
ister gathers background information of execu-
tives in major U.S. industries. Available tbrough
Dialog, Mead, and Lexis/Nexis.
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Computer Services Cosfs
All of the on-line information services have

flexible fee schedules based on the volume of
the user and the contract price negotiated with
individual clients and government agencies.
One rule of thumb that is common throughout
the industry is that the costs are highest dur-
ing peak usage times (8:00 A.M. to G:00 p.vr.)
and substantially lower, often one-half, during
off-peak usage hours.

One cardinal rule that I learned long ago was
that you should always predetermine your infor-
mation cost and know both what you are buying
and what you are paying for. (I once ordered a
Dun & Bradstreet Report on a major U.S. compa-
ny and noted at the end of the report that I was
billed $25 for the service. At the end of the
report,I was asked if I wanted a "Family Tree"
on this company. Not knowing the cost and pre-
suming it would give me more information at a
similar fee, I punched in a "Yes" and preceded
to receive a 62-page report of business data relat-
ing to every entity owned by the company I was

searching with a bill at the bottom of the page for
$1,560. You can bet I was right on the phone
calling theservice bureau to explain that lreally
didn'tneed all that expensive information.)

Another thing to keep in mind is the clos-
er you go to the actual producer of the infor-
mation, the cheaper the cost. Every time you
add another information reseller onto the
food chain, a middle-man fee for the use of
the services is added. It therefore behooves
the computerized investigator to purchase as
much information as possible from the direct
seller and not from "super bureaus" that offer
everyone else's services at an expanded fee.
(A very good example is Dun &Bradstreet
reports, which can cost as low as $25 when
ordered directly from the company in vol-
ume. The same reports, ordered through
Compuserve, cost more than three times as
much but can be ordered individually rather
than prepurchasing enough reports to last six
months or a year.)
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PI Networks-
The Key to
Education and
Profit
n every aspect of the investigative business, there are a number of pro-
fessional associations that educate, train, and serve as a social outlet
for those of us in the private investigation business. These associa-
tions provide a forum for letting others know of your existence and
your expertise and will often be the best source of ideas when you run
out of them. The more you put into these associations, the more you,ll
get out. Go to the meetings, send comments to their newsletters, and
write up your most interesting case or new idea to share with your
members. For every ounce of energy you put into the association,
you'll get 10 back, one way or another.

FINANCIAL FRAUD INVESTIGATION

o International Association of Credit Card Investigators, 1620 Grant
Ave., Novato, CA 94945.

o National Association of Certified Fraud Examiners,T\6 West
Ave., Austin, TX 7B7O\.

o Institute of Internal Auditors, 249 Maitland Ave., Altamonte
Springs, FL32701,.

INSURANCE INVESTIGATIONS

o International Association of Special Investigative Units, PO Box
B7B7,Madison, WI 53708.

o National Health Care Antifraud Association
o International Association of Insurance Fraud Agencies, Inc., 160

W. Broadway, #'1,928, New York, NY 10013
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o International Association for Healthcare
Security & Safety, Box 637, Lombard,IL
60148

o American Risk & Insurance Association,
University of Georgia, 206 Brooks Hall,
Athens, GA 30602

PHYSICAL SEct,ruTY
AND INVESTIGATION

o American Society of Industrial Security
(ASIS), 1655 N. Fort Meyer Dr., Suite
12OO, Arlington, V A 22209

o Security Industry Association, 1801 K
St., N.W., Suite 72OgL, Washington, DC
20006

. National Crime Prevention Institute,
University of Louisville, Scbool of
|ustice Administration, Shelby Campus,
Louisville,Kt 40292

PRTVATE INVESTIGATOR ASSOCIATIONS

. Council of International Investigators
o National Association of Legal Investi-

gators (NALI), zBOt Fleur Drive, Des
Moines,Iowa 50321

. National Association of Investigative
Specialists (NAIS), P.O. Box 33244,
Austin, T){78764

o National Council of Investigative &
Security Services (NCISS), Box 449,
Severna Park, MD 21146

. World Association of Detectives (WAD),
P.O. Box 1049, Severna Park, MD 21146

o Investigators On-tine Network (ION),
1920 West Lindner Ave., #2O7, Mesa, AZ
85202

o International Association of Arson In-
vestigators

o International Association of Credit Card
Investigators, 1620 Grant Ave., Novato,
cA 94945

o Competitor Intell Association
o National Association of Public Record

Researchers

PROCESS SERVICES

o National Association of Professional
Process Servers

POTENTIAL CTIENT ASSOCIATIONS

. American Bankers Association, 1120
Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, DC
20036

o Association of Management Consulting
Firms, 230 Park Ave., New York, NY 10169

. Bank Administration Institute, O0 E.
Gould Ctr., Rolling Meadows,IL 60008

. Communications Security Association,
10060 Marshallpond Road, Burke, VA
22075

e International Council of Shopping
Centers, 665 Fifth Ave., New York, NY
70022

o Property Management Association, 8811
Colesville Road, Suite G106, Silver
Spring, MD 20910

In addition to investigator networks, every
trade group has its own association that caters to
its members and their suppliers. Once you devel-
op a clear sense of what kind of business you
want or develop an expertise that you want to
bring to more clients, go to the library or book-
store and get one_of the books listed in the
Bibliography that tells you the associations and
trade groups that cater to every industry.
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Building the
Investigative
Library

ne of the smartest things an investigator can do, one that will save a lot
of time and money, is to build an investigative library either at home or
in the office. Wherever you do your work, if the information and tools
are at your fingertips you can work a lot smarter than your competition.
Putting together an investigative library isn't expensive; in fact, if you
do it right, it might not cost you a dime. As you grow and bring more
information into your library, your costs are going to go up, but the
information will pay for itself many times over. (See the Bibliography
for the basics every investigator's library should include.)

Contact your local lawyer and doctor or stop in at t\eir professional
societies, the local bar association, or medical society, while you ile
downtown one day and pick up a copy of their professional directo-
ries. These books give the full name, business and home address,
unlisted residence telephone number, and photograph of every lawyer
and doctor in your community. Once you're in business awhile, you'll
know that the people you serve most often with witness subpoenas are
doctors and lawyers, and they rarely accept processes at their offices.
With a copy of their professional directories, you know right where
they live and even have a picture to identify them when they tell you
that they're not the ones.

TELEPHONE BOOKS

As you travel about in your business, collect every telephone book
from every town that you travel through. These phone books give you
business and personal names, addresses, and a list of other people in
similar businesses that you can contact for information about the peo-
ple you are investigating.



If you travel outside the United States to
any of those places that the Beach Boys sing
about in "Kokomo, "(Bermuda, Bahamasl
Jamaica, Cayman Islands), be sure and bring
backthe phone books from these areas, as the|
list all of the offshore banks and lawyers that
act as trustees for people doing business in
those countries.

So you don't travel overseas or out of the
country? Call up your telephone service rep-
resentative and order copies of the phone
books in the areas where you work oi want
to find business. It's cheaper than traveling
and provides you with the information on
everybody in that jurisdiction (you can now
get both white-page and yellow-page infor-
mation nationwide on a CD-ROM disk). This
information is great for locating people
nationwide and will help you find other
investigators in areas that don,t have any of
your local association members. Another
telephone resource is the AT&T g00 directo-
ry and the phone fax directory, which can be
ordered from AT&T.

NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS

The first private investigator I ever saw on
TV had to be Paladin, the San Francisco gun-
slinger. Mr. Paladin read his newspaperieli-
giously and tore out articles about pLople who
needed his services and sent them h]s card.
You too should read the newspapers and tear
out the articles that offer notbnly potential
marketing leads, but those that bfler some
information of value to you and your clients.
In last week's WaIl Street lournal,I read and
tore out an article about an attorney being
charged criminally for nof advising his clieni
not to wiretap his spouse, which is against the
law. Both the husband and the attorney were
charged with violating the federal wiretap
statutes. I sent this article to all of the divorc-e
or domestic relations attorneys I deal with,
along with a brief cover letter io they should
be aware of this important case. This gentle
reminder of my skills and concern foi their
welfare brought in three new cases!

My office now collects all kinds of newspa-
per articles and saves them in manill" fil"

folders under diverse headings ranging from
applicant screening, banking, and child-abuse
to voice print technology. Whenever a client
calls for information on voice print technolo-
gy, I know right where the article is that tells
about the technology developed by Dr. Kersta
and can either fax it to his office-or take the
information to the attorney while he is meet-
ing with his client, a person who may need my
services as well.

REFERENCE BOOKS

As an avid reader, and now writer, I try to
collect everything in print that has urry,ll"-
tionship to my business. Ideas for reference
books that you may want to follow run some-
thing like this:

. Bhack's Law Dictionary,5th Edition IgZg,
!y HenrV C. Black, (West Fublishing Co., St.
Paul, MN).An excellent reference to the lan-
guage of the law and the translation of the
legal terms that appear in many of our legal
documents.

. BLack's Medical Dictionary, edited by
C.H. Havard (Barnes & Noble Books, Sabage,
MD).This dictionary defines and explain"s a
wi{e range of terms and concepts used in
medicine and related subjects, such as anato-
my, physiology, pathology, etc.

_ o Investigator's Guide to Sources of
Information, U.S. General Accounting Office
(Office of Special Investigations), U.S.
Government, GAO/OSI92-1. this guide was
printed for government investigato-rs to help
them locate all of the sourcer of irrformation
available from public records, government
agencies, and other sources. As a heebie, or at
minimal cost from your government printing
office, this book is a steal and should be ii
every library.

. Physician's Desk Reference (pDR), 46th
Edi!ion, 1g9Z (Medical Economics Data,
Oradell, NJ). The pDR is the standard refer-
ence book for anyone involved in the medi-
cal profession. In this book, you can look up
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drugs by product name, manufacturer, cate-
gory, chemical, or generic name and exam-
ine a full color actual-size photographic
index of the most commonly prescribed
drugs. (When a client brings you the drugs
used by their children, you can appear to be
a rocket scientist by quickly identifying
those strange pills.)

. Gale's Encyclopedia of Associofions. This
book lists each chartered public and private
association in the United States and some in
foreign countries. It provides valuable informa-
tion about an association's location, officers,
and how to access their membership.

o Directories in Print 7997. This publica-
tion describes in indexes more than 14,000
directories of all kinds, including business,
professional, industrial, and scientific rosters,
as well as other lists and guides.

. Traffic Accident Investigation Manual,
9th Edition, 1986, Written by I.S. Baker and
Lynn B. Fricke (Northwestern University
taffic Institute, Evanston, IL). This is consid-
ered the "bible" of accident investigation and
is one of the easiest manuals to understand
when it comes to accident investigation cases.
This book deals with accident reconstruction,
cause analysis, and other subjects that helps
the investigator to interpret accident data.

o Find It Fast,2nd Edition, by Robert I.
Berkman (Harper & Row, New York, NY, 1gg0).
To go through the information search process,
from defining your problem to getting an expert
to review the accuracy of your findings, this is
the book. The newest edition offers information
on electronic information services, research
problems, and hundreds of new sources to find
information about the esoteric case that some
$azy attorney just brought you.

o The MVn Book (BRB Publications, Inc.,
Denver, CO). This book details and summa-
rizes the descriptions, access, automation,
and regulations of state driver and vehicle
records and how to access this information
nationwide.

ASSOCIATION DIRECTORIES

You should certainly consider association
directories if you do business in those areas. A
few examples are the state directories of real-
tors, nurses, insurance agents, law enforce-
ment personnel, and notary publics. Each of
these is available in some form through your
state and is a true gold mine when you have to
locate people in those fields. (Our firm once
had to locate 300 former employees of a nurs-
ing home whose management was charged
with murder for neglecting its patients. With
RN and LVN directories in hand, we were able
to locate virtually all of the 300 former em-
ployees and interview them within G0 days.
Without this resource, we might not have got-
ten the case because the client's budget could
not have afforded the old gumshoe methods of
tracking down each nurse individually.

MICROFICHEA4ICROFILIWCD ROM DISC

Some records haven't been computerized
yet but are available on microfiche or micro-
film. A prime example of this in many juris-
dictions is the voter registration index, which
lists the millions of voters in your county by
name, address, date of birth, and Social
Security number. This microfiche database is
the single best source for locating people in
your jurisdiction and is especially valuable
when an attorney sends you 20 witness sub-
poenas at five o'clock on Friday afternoon that
have to be served by Monday morning-and,
ofcourse, all the addresses are three years old
and the courthouse is closed. By having these
microfiche in house, lou can make a minor
miracle happen and collect a sizable fee that
you otherwise might have missed.

For every area of investigation and security,
there are literally hundreds of books written that
add to the body of knowledge of our industry. I
can't begin to go into all of the books here, but I
have listed many of them in my bibliography at
the back of this book. All I can say is that I try to
collect every book I can because I learn some-
thing from every one of them. If I get one good
idea out of an article, book, or seminar, then I feel
that it is worth the price I paid many times over.
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Locating
People

ossibly the easiest, cheapest, and most profitable work a private inves-
tigator can do is to locate missing people, or skip-trace as it is known
in the business. The business of locating missing witnesses, heirs,
defendants, or family members is one of the most sought-after skills of
a private investigator and is the one that, used properly, can return the
greatest reward for efforts produced.

Unlike with surveillance or undercover operations, which require
an hour's work for an hour's billing, many private investigators find
they can charge a flat fee for locating people and reap a greater reward
for their time, often without having to leave their home or office. You
see, with the advent of the computer and the proliferation of on-line
data bases, skip-tracing has truly come into its own as a marketable
service that literally everyone needs sometime in their lives. Who are
the people that most often use this service? Let me name a few.

. Banks. The collection or "workout" department of every financial
institution in the country has a growing number of files for which it
has been unable to find the debtor and either contact him or her by
phone for collection purposes or serve them with court papers for
nonpayment of debt. This kind of client has very high-volume needs
and is often willing to give you dozens or even hundreds of cases if
you can do the service cost effectively. (Early on in my career, I picked
up 300 such files at an agreed price of $zoo each, thus producing
$60,000 over a six-month period.)

. Attorneys. This is the largest potential market for locator services
because attorneys file the lawsuits that require personal service on
unlocated debtors. They will also hand you 20 papers withbad address-
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lost friend, lover, or enemy whom
they dream of finding someday. you
could make their dreams come true
by placing an ad in their high-school-
reunion announcements or one of
the many suburban or underground
newspapers that cater to the personal
interests of the lovelorn. Whatever
the reason, every single person you
talk to has somebody that he or she
wants to find, and most have no idea
how inexpensive it can be to find
him or her.

A smart investigator wishing to
capitalize on this business will set
a flat fee for locates fbased on costs,
overhead, and prior success rates)
and find a magic number tike $2s0
as a fee to locate the person's heart's
desire. To make this service suc-
cessful, you have to be both good at
your work and find a clientele base
with a volume of business so that
the eight easy locates you find in
one hour compensate for the two
motengators (an old Texas term that
means "big gators") that you stay
up three nights searching for.

To become a skip-tracing whiz,
you need only three tools: a tele-
phone, computer (complete with on-
line data bases), and fax machine.
These tools are the same basic build-

es at 5:00 on Friday afternoon and expect you
to locate and serve all of the partieJby si:Oo
Monday morning (for this you charge extra).

o Insurance Companies. You try to read the
witnesses'names or find their addresses on an
accidentreport! The insurance company sure
can't and will therefore welcome your assis-
tance in locating those people who saw the
accident a different way or were present when
the moving van was loading Fred's most prize
possessions on a truck the night before the fire
burned down his home.

o Private Individuals. Everyone has a long-

ing blocks needed in every other phase of pru-
dent private investigation and are the building
blocks of any good investigator's bag of tricks. "

. The next thing needed is an iction plan
tha.t makes you and your staff follow a pre-
scribed methodology that has proven to be
successful for thousands of skip-tracers all
over-the country. To make it easy for you, I,ve
condensed the most logical and cost--effective
steps in conducting skip-tracing onto one sim-
ple form that, if followed, will work for you
every time. If you follow the steps on this form
in the order given or as close to it as you can
come, then you are on your way.
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Manhunting-
Reach Out
and Touch
Someone
owhere in the investigative industry is the impact of technology as dra-
matic as in the field of finding people who don't want to be found.
Through computers and the collation of data on every credit and securi-
ty transaction we conduct, it's almost impossible for people to hide their
electronic signatures from those who *ould sniff them out and track
them down. The key to locating people, whether they have disappeared
by accident or on purpose, is to make a good checkiist that starts with
the easiest and most cost-effective searches and progresses to harder to
obtain and more expensive information as the search goes on.

lv knowing people's habits and having their initial identifying
information, such as date of birth, social security number, and a forl
mer address, it is a relatively simple matter for ybu to find out either
where the person being investigated is today or where he or she was at
some point in time and then track him or her through friends, family,
or business. In the words of the learned philosophei;ohn Donne, ,,lio
man is an island, entire unto itself . . . " Each of us has our own net-
work of personal, social, and business relationships that we rarely
g_ive up, no matter what we do or where we go. a good exampre o'f
these relationships is described below.

lack snow was a witness to an arson for profit case and could testi-
fy to the fact that h9 was paid to bulldoze oier-a building slab with his
tractor to help make the burned out building a total loss. Two other
investigators tried to track lack down, but neither of them searched
the ucc records in his home county, which would have quicHy shown
that lack had taken out a loan with Beneficial Finance bompany and
paid it off over a period of months before he left town. Tie sirewd
investigator, who found the trcil to the hoan company by finding the
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rccord of the loan that lack made, was able to
speak to the manager of Beneficial Finance
Company about lack's loan. You see, it seems
that lack paid off the loan in Houston but
rcquested that his loan file be transfefted to
Tabb, Virginia, so that lack would have a
source to borrow money already established at
his new home. With the lead of Tabb, Virginia,
it was easy to check phone and utility rccords
in his new city and verify lack's address with
the Beneficial loan office, which was only too
hoppy to verify lack's credit and status with
anothffi company that was considering doing
business with him.

FAMILY MEMBERS

One of the best pretexts that works almost
every time on family members is the high-
school-reunion pretext. It seems today that
everybody is having a high school reunion, be
it their fifth, tenth, twentieth, twenty-fifth, or

thirtieth reunion. Everybody is trying to find
their old friends from high school, college, or
military service unit so that they can get
together to see if Mary still fits into that high
school letter sweater or if your old arch rival
has really gone bald and lost his teeth.

VOTER REGISTRATION FILES

The next step in your manhunting exercise
is to search the largest, most diverse data base
in any county or state, filings of millions of
persons in any major metropolitan area, a data
base that lists family members, dates of birth,
Social Security numbers, and most current
addresses: the voter registration files.

In many counties, voter registration records
are the first ones computerized so that local
politicians can determine who is going to win
the vote. They don't know it, but they are also
providing a data base that indicates their vot-
ers' current and past addresses, dates ofbirth,
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Social Security numbers, and signature sam-
ples-information that is vital to investigators.

To access these records, all you have to do is
go to the county courthouse and ask for the
office of the voter registration clerk. This office
provides an alphabetical listing ofall registered
voters in that jurisdiction and also has micro-
fiche or microfilm copies of the actual voter reg-
istration card, which often has signature sam-
ples and telephone numbers, right there before
your very eyes, on the voters'registration forms.
In response to the growing informational needs
of skip-tracers, investigators, and creditors,
many credit bureaus have tailored products
once used to grant credit or market new cus-
tomers to tracking people down.

Several credit companies now offer "head-
er information" from credit bureau reports
that lists the name, Social Security number,
last employment, and credit inquiries on the
individuals of your choice. These searches do
not fall under the Fair Credit and Reporting
Act because they don't provide credit informa-
tion; they only identify information that
assists the investigator and his client in locat-
ing where the public records or credit bureau
last had contact with the subject of the search.
One of the very best search products offered
by any of the major credit bureaus is the
"Social Security tace Option," which search-
es the files of credit bureaus to determine the
name and last credit granting or employment
address of the Social Security number given.

By running this search at a nominal cost in
most jurisdictions, an investigator can deter-
mine not only the most recent address of the
person being sought, but also if the name
matches the Social Security number given and
if an insurance death claim was filed under
that Social Security number. Through this
lype of search, we have found many people
living under false names and Social Securlty
numbers who otherwise would have gone
undetected in our investigation.

ATITOMOBILE AND DRIVER'S TICENSE

Once you have a date of birth or Social
Security number, it's a very easy matter to
search driver's license records in almost all 50

states to determine if your subject is a regis-
tered driver. Most states access driver's license
information by name and date of birth, but
other states use the individual's Social
Security number as their driver's license num-
ber, thus making it easier to find their subjects.
When searching for the current last name of a
woman or trying to chase her through several
marriages, please note that the two things that
don't change in a woman's life are her Social
Security number and driver's license number
(if kept within the same state). By searching
under these identifiers, you can often get other
married names and track back to a maiden
name, which is usually issued in the same
state as her Social Security number.

EMPTOYMENT COMMISSION AND
LICENSING BOARDS

Another offshoot of the wonderful technol-
ogy of the computer is the collation of work-
er's compensation claims filed by professional
plaintiffs and injury-prone individuals all
over the country. One company storing such
data, the Industrial Foundation of Amlrica,
collects compensation injury claims from
employers and stores this information on a
data base to sell to other members who sign up
for its services in checking on insurance
claims of injury-prone individuals.

While many businesses use this data base
as a means to screen new applicants, I have
found that it's also an excellent tool in locating
people in high-risk or injury-heavy occupa-
tions, as well as those people who use their
employers'workers compensation plan as a
retirement benefit. In this same vein, people
who work within a profession that requiies
licensing, registration, or bonding are often
very easy to find if you know just where to
look. Doctors, lawyers, police officers, engi-
neers, plumbers, notary publics, and, yes,
even private investigators and law enforce-
ment officers are registered with their profes-
sional associations by name, business {and,
frequently, home) address, telephone number,
and fax number.

Many of these associations put out a direc-
tory that includes an identifying photograph
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so that when you go up to that doctor's door
you found through the Medical Association
Directory, you can be sure you are serving the
right person with the malpractice lawsuit he's
been evading at his office for more than six
months. Something that I get calls for every
month and could easily become an important
part of your business is locating people who
were witnesses to file documents, usually
deeds, wills, or financial statements filed with
a bank. (Did you know that it's now a criminal
offense to file a fraudulent financial statement
with an FDlC-insured institution?)

Who are the people who usually witness
these documents? Of course, they're notary
publics, the ones who stamp the documents
with their seals and sign their names some-
where down around the bottom of the papers.
If you want to find a specific notary or deter-
mine if the document is a legitimate one, just
hunt up the notary both to verify his or her sig-
nature and also to look in the notary log to see
if and when he or she actually witnessed and
signed the document in question. How do you
find him or her? I thought you'd never ask.

Every notary is required by various state
laws to have a fidelity bond, usually from
$2,000 to $10,000, on file with the state in

which they are a notary. Both the state notary
board and the bonding agency issuing the
bond will have a recent or up-to-date address
of your notary and will be responsive to your
requests to locate them by simply picking up
that wonderful investigative tool, the tele-
phone, and calling them at their offices in the
state capital.

SOCIAL ASSOCIATIONS

What if your subject is not employed,
moves from job to job every time he gets
wound up, gets fired, or is a general lowlife
who isn't worth the attention of any profes-
sional association licensing board or regulato-
ry agency? Well, the way to get him is through
his sport or recreation. All of us, in some way
or another, find a way to get away from it all,
blow off steam, or generally just have a good
time by going fishing, hunting, skiing, gam-
bling, or something that we consider fun. We
all find a way to get away, either in our minds
or our bodies, from the daily grind of our lives
and our jobs and usually take these sports
much more seriously than our jobs.

Tony Arnetti, while working on a heavy
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ctane, sustained an injury by falling 72 feet into
a pit he dug. After 70 days in the hospital and a

month of rehabilitation, company doctors
declared him fit for work. Instead of showing up
at the job, Tony filed suit and disappeared.
Claiming crippling injuries, Tony made a multi-
million-dollar claim. His new address was listed
os lris brother in Milwaukee, but somehow his
employer could never make personal contact
with Tony at the address either in person or by
phone. Surveillance of the given address dis-
closed no Tony or signs that he was around.
Goingbackto the company personnel file, inves-
tigators read that Tony was a bowler and had in
fact bowle d on two company bowling leagues.

This lead generated a call to the American
Bowling Congress (ABC) in Paramus, New
lersey, the official guardian of league bowling
averages everywhere. The ABC records
showed that not only was Tony still a league
bowler, but that he bowled in a league in
Minneapolis some hundred miles from
Milwaukee. The records also showed the
name of Tony's bowling partners and the fact
that he hadn't missed a week of league since
he filed his hawsuit.

Tony was a great witness in court, he told
the jury of his months and years of pain and
suffering, his inability to walk or move nor-
mally, and his diminished capacity as a hus-
band and father due to his tenible fall. It's a
shame that the next two witnesses were the
custodian of records of ABC and the investiga-
tor who made the videos of Tony bowling a
600 series at the league finals. If not for them,
Tony could have retircd in grand style instead
of facing a fraud claim.

As you are beginning to see, you cannot run,

you cannot hide. As long as your subject main-
tains the same identity, he or she can be traced
city by city, state by state, and often throughout
the world. With today's technology and a good
checklist (such as the one below), you can cut
down your time in locating people from days to
hours and minutes.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION CTIECKLIST
FOR FINANCIAL FRAI.JD

1. Telephone Records
A) Business
B) Personal
C) Mobile Phone
D) Pager

2. Telex Records

3. OvernightPackages (Federal Express, UPS, etc.)

4. Hotel Statements (Telephone Calls)

5. Expense Account Statements (Internal)

6. Credit Card Statements (External)

7. Credit Reports (Inquiries)

B. On-Line Newspaper Data Bases

9. Magazine Subscription Lists

10. TECS/EPIC (Foreign Travel Documentation)

11. CTR Report (Large Cash tansactions)

12. Air Thavel-Airline Reporting Corp. (ARC)
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Searching for
Hidden
Information
and Assets
n today's business environment, with the escalating number of failed
financial institutions and the continuing spiral of litigation, many
investigators find that their time is devoted to determining the finan-
cial worth of individuals and businesses. Today's investigators search
a wide variety of public record sources to include courthouse records,
financial documents, and on-line computer data bases to help them
determine if a party has sufficient assets to justify litigation or if any
assets are being hidden from the creditors or lenders of a borrower.

Fortunately for the investigator, almost every transaction conduct-
ed today is a matter of public record. Everything we do is recorded,
from our daily credit card transactions to our voter registration and
marriage records to our business registrations, lawsuit history, and
real estate purchases and sales. Each of the activities that we conduct,
both in our private and public lives, are filed and recorded both to pro-
tect and guarantee our rights and to provide a public record to protect
the interests of creditors, lenders, and others doing business with us in
our daily activities.

The collection of the various types of data available in the public
domain has become an art in itself. A growing number of private inves-
tigators and information brokers specialize in the development of infor-
mation to assist their clients in making new business decisions, in
locating assets in debt matters, and determining the business back-
ground and financial ability of people that their clients are considering
as future business associates. The very same information and proce-
dures are used to do an asset search for a lender and to locate assets in a
debt. It is just a matter of viewpoint or focus in conducting the various
types of investigations or examinations that lead us to different conclu-
sions or answers. The key to beginning an investigation of this type is to



know and understand the various
types of public records available in
your area of searching and how they
can be used.

In every area of this country, and
almost every other country in the
world, there are a number of public
records available that assist the inves-
tigator in developing clues. In the
United States, the most readily avail-
able and informative place to start is
the records of the county in which a
person lives or does business. The
county record offices (or county
clerk's office) are the single greatest
collector of public records of their
constituents and are the jurisdiction
for the filing of the majority of our
personal and business activities.

Beginning an investigation of
any type, the first information nec-
essiily to undertake an examination
is to identify the party being inves-
tigated. Assuming that the party is
an individual, or that he is investi-
gating individuals who are affiliat-
ed with a business or company,
then the investigator's first step is
to view the public record resources
that provide the information to
properly identify the party he is
examining. The sources that pro-
vide this identification are tele-
phone recotds, voter registration,
and marriage records.

TELEPHONE SOURCES

Among the greatest investigative
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tools available to virtually everyone are the
various telephone directories and criss-cross
directories that list the names, addresses, and
telephone numbers of people having tele-
phone listings in their local white or yellow
pages directories. Every good investigator col-
lects telephone directories so that he can
search for the new and old addresses of parties
he is investigating and find family members or
others with the same last names to contact and
use as a resource.
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Manruacn LICENSE REcoRDs pRovrDE A wEALTH oF INFoRMATIoN: spousE,
ADDRESS AT TIME OF APPUCATION, PROOF OF CITIZENSHIP, AND THE

FEMATE'S MAIDEN NAME.

VOTTR REGISTRATION RECORDS

Voter registration records are collected
from the registration of people voting in a
county's jurisdiction and include such infor-
mation as the full legal names, addresses,
dates of birth, and Social Security numbers of
persons voting in a given county. These
records may also reveal a telephone number,
unlisted with the telephone company but
written on the voter registration application,
and they provide signature samples of the vot-
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ers that can be compared against other docu-
ments to verify the identity of the subject of
investigation.

The voter registration records also collate
all registrants alphabetically and provide the
investigator with a list of people with the same
last name as his or her subject's, thereby assist-
ing in locating other parties who may have
knowledge of the one being investigated.
Often, we find that the individual being inves-
tigated is not registered as a voter, but the
spouse or children are registered as voters at
the very same address.

While examining voter registration
records, the investigator should look for
known spouses' or children's names or look
for other parties at the same address known
to once have been an address ofthe subject.
By having this information, the investigator
can then conduct a search for the spouse as
well as the subject and have twice the
chance of being successful.

MARRIAGE RECORDS

Marriage records document the union of two
people in holy matrimony and document their
identity by requiring dates of birth, Social
Security numbers, and proof of identity. The
proofof identity of U.S. citizens is frequently
their driver's licenses, while persons of foreign
extraction will usually use their passports,
which is then listed on the record as documenta-
tion of their legal identities.

Marriage records also record both the
maiden and married names of female
spousal members. This provides the investi-
gator with another name, one that is fre-
quently used to hide business activities.
(Many of the people found defrauding their
employers and others trying to hide assets
from creditors use their spouses'maiden
names as vehicles to register businesses or
sell property to.) By knowing the maiden
name, a good investigator can make this con-
nection and solve an otherwise difficult
case. Once the individuals in an investiga-
tion are identified, the asset-searching
investigator then can determine the business
entities recorded in their names.

CORPORATIONS

In most jurisdictions, there are two types of
business entity filings: corporate and aszumed
name, or Doing Business As (DBA) records.

The formation of corporations are recorded
by the secretary of state in each state and
sometimes in each county as well. The secre-
tary of state requires the persons involved in
forming a corporation to provide a list of the
registered agent, incorporators, and the offi-
cers and directors of a corporation doing busi-
ness in their states. In many states, these par-
ties are also required to file financial state-
ments that detail the amount of business con-
ducted by the business entity.

To obtain this information, the investigator
can examine the records of the secretary of
state at the state capital or obtain copies of the
information recorded by requesting it from the
secretary of state. In many states, this informa-
tion is now computerized and available
through on-line information brokers that offer
this information to their subscribers.

Assume d Name or DBA Records
These are the listings of individuals or com-

panies registering a business name in a county,
both to protect their right to use a name from
others wishing to use the same name in that
county, and to provide a record for lenders to
verify the ownership of that business name in
that county. Before any business can open an
account at a bank, it must provide a copy of the
corporate charter or assumed name certificate
to prove that it has the right to use that name. In
many jurisdictions, these records are listed
alphabetically so that the researcher can deter-
mine each and every business name registered
in an individual's name and determine each of
the entities under which he or she is doing
business in that jurisdiction. Once the investi-
gator has determined the identifying informa-
tion of the individuals and the business names
used by them, the next step is often to deter-
mine their litigation histories.

I'LL SEE YOU IN COURT

The examination of legal actions or law-
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ANITA RODEIIEAVER. COUNTY CLERK

HARRIS COUNTY. TEXAS
p.o. mx 1525. HOUSTON. TEXAS 77251.1525

ASSUIIED NAIIIE RECORDS

CERTIFICATE OF OWNERSIIIP FOR UNINCORPORATED BUSINESS OR PROFESSION
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BI JSINESS I\I)I)RIiSS:

CITY: STATEi 7)P coDE: --lJ!1-
PERIOD (rr{ to exred l0 ycars) DURINC IVHICH ASSUIVIED NAlvlE WILI- BE USED:

great deal of information not
found through any other
means.

Lawsuits are recorded in
several different levels or juris-
dictions to include county,
state, and federal courts. The
prudent investigator must
search the courts at each level
to determine the fuII extent of
litigation filed on behalf of or
against the person he is investi-
gating. The following is a brief
list of examples that will helP
the investigator understand the
value ofthese records.

'l-.. Divorce lawsuits often
record the list of assets and
liabilities of both the husband
and wife, the division of ProP-
erty at the time of divorce, and
a listing of properties or assets
in jurisdictions outside that
county. These records also
provide the name of former
spouses, witnesses such as
friends, relatives, accoun-
tants, or business partners,
and the record of bank
accounts, insurance policies,
and properties acquired both
prior to and during the time of
the marriage. These records
may also list assets obtained
through inheritance and will
point the investigator to other
areas ofthe country to search
for clues.

BUSINDSS lS TO BE CoNDUCTED AS (Chck lVhich one): D Proprietorship

! General Padnership O LiNited Partn€Fhip
D Joiil! St$k CodpanY O Other (rnnE

THE STATE OF TEXAS 5
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ara the oNnct{s) of the above'named busiNss and tlut
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DBA nscoRDS ARE oFTEN usrED ALpHABETTcALLy rN THE orM{ERs'NAMES, MAK- 2. Business litigation law'
rNc rHE rNvEsrrcAroR's;on uucH EAsrER. suifs record the disagreements

between partners, as well as

disputes between a company and its creditors,
vendors, or employees, and will provide the
investigator with a list of people who have
knowledge of the business activities of the
person under investigation. A search of these
lawsuits may provide a list of previously used
business names, names of associated business
entities, and records of the financial payments

suits brought about by individuals or compa-
nies making claims against your subject of
investigation often provide a detailed, docu-
mented record of the borrowing history finan-
cial relationships, and assets of the person
being investigated. By examining the records
of other parties involved in litigation with
your subject, you can quickly determine a

U
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DISTRICT COURT CIVIL SUIT INQUIRY
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and dealings that are the basis of the lawsuit.
Through these records, investigators often
find bank accounts and lists of inventory and
equipment, as well as tax returns and financial
statements included in the depositions taken
by the attorneys seeking to discover financial
information in these suits.

3. Personal injury or damages lawsuifs will
often reveal the extent or nature of injuries suf-
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fered by an individual and can frequently
uncover a history of prior claims made through
employers or made against other individuals.
By researching the settlements awarded or
determining if his or her subject is suing to
obtain such an award, the investigator can often
discover assets made through insurance pro-
ceeds or previous employers that are Jelf-
insured, paying damages directly to a claimant.
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BANKRUPTCY

In recent years, a greater number- of people

have filed personal or business bankruptcy-to
avoid their debts and financial obligations' The

stigma of having d'eclared bankruptcy has erod-

ed"to the point ihtt. today, mTy people think
that bankruptcy is "in" and that bV golLg
through a ban^kruptcy they can avoid their liabil-

ities a"nd hide their assets from their creditors'

In cond.ucting a search of bankruptcy
records, the investigator should first obtain a

copy of the bankruptcy pe-tition filed by the

dufior and the schedules of creditors, the par-

ties who are owed money by the bankrupted
party, as well as the list of assets filed by the

h"btot with the court. From the list of credi-
tors, we determine the names of parties that
extended. credit to the debtor, parties that
often have financial statements that reflect the

assets hetd by their subjects at the time they
established a ielationship with that creditor'

By comparing the oldest financial statements

against the ner,'iest financial statements filed
ei"ther with your client or with the bankruptcy
court, the investigator can look for the assets or

items that were filed on the old financial state-

ments and do not appear on the statements pre-

pared most recently. these are the assets that
ihe investigator should most close-ly examine'

Through tricing the assets deleted from the old-

est finincial statements, we often find the trans-

fers made to the spouse's maiden name' to chil-

dren's trusts, or to third parties who hold these

assets secretly for the debtor. Ifthe investigator

can establisir the relationship with the new
owner of the asset and prove that the transfer of

assets was not an arm'Jlength transaction, then

the sale or transfer of these assets can be fre-
quently overturned and the assets returned to

the creditors.
Another interesting item to }ook for is the

valuation of assets in a bankruptcy matter'
Investigators have frequently found that
househofd goods and personal items were list-
ed in a banfruptcy at a very low rate and later

claimed at a sirbstantially higher rate (often

500 percent more) in an insurance.Ioss or fire'
Once the information found in litigation

records is added to the previously discovered

personal information, the investigator is ready

lo search for tangible assets. These assets may

include bank aCcounts, insurance policies,
real estate, oil and gas interests, and other
assets acquired through inheritance' The
records of each of these transactions are found
in the countY courthouse.

REAL PROPERTY

Real property or deed records list the proper-

ty transactions iecorded between individuals or

dusiness entities in their jurisdiction' These

records will document the legal description of
real estate transferred from one party to any

other party that acquires title to thi-s property' 
-

Th'ese-records will frequently reflect the
purchase or sale price, the-mortgage obtained

by the new ptoperty purchas-e-r, a1d the cash

or second mortgage icquired by the seller of
the property. Ai slated above, these records
wilf also reilect property transfers to other
family members,lrust entities createdly the

subjeit, or controlled business entities that are

..rit"d to diminish the value of the assets or

create a false transfer of the assets themselves'
The history of property transactions is

determined by-researching both the records of
the county tax assessor and the county re-
corder. The tax assessor records the name of
the taxpayer making payment on a given prgp-

erty anh provides a determination of the value

of ihe property by its tax ass-essment' The
investigator should note that the tax assessor

does not always value properties at 100 per-

cent of their true value and should question
the assessor's office about the valuation of
properties in their jurisdictiorr.^ 'ittt county recorder is the repository for
records detaiiing the purchase, sale, foreclo-
sure, or transfei of any properties in their
county and is the office in which any party
records a lien against assets owned by an indi-
vidual. lnvestigators will find not only-the
record of propeities bought and sol4 by their
subjects, ttt"y *"y also find liens filed by the-

Internal Revbnue Service for nonpayment of
taxes or mechanics liens filed by companies
doing home improvements or pool construc-
tion in these records. Since real estate is often
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coal, or other minerals found in the
surrounding area.

PROBATE RECORDS

These record the distribution of
assets to heirs through the wills of
people filed in that county. These
records list the deceased party, the
heirs, and the full assets and liabili-
ties of the deceased's estate as well
as the distribution of the estate to
the heirs. These records are usually
very complete and detailed and list
the bank accounts, certificates of
deposit, insurance policies, person-
al effects, real estate holdings, and
any other assets or liabilities in the
deceased's estate. If the investigator
discovers the existence of a will
being probated, he or she can alert
the client to file a claim in that pro-
bate and recover the debt before
any assets are distributed to heirs.
Like a bankruptcy, a probate lists
both the assets and liabilities of the
deceased and provides for the pay-
ment of liabilities before any assets
are distributed.

TJNIFORM COMMERCIAT CODE
RECORDS

Also known as financing state-
ments in some counties, uniform

commercial code records are public filings
made by creditors to record obligations againit
assets that they lend against, such as real
estate, equipment, cattle, or other tangible
items. These records are filed to document the
existence of a loan made by a lender and to
serve notice on other parties that the lender
holds a secured interest in the assets pledged
by a borrower.

By searching the UCC records, the investi-
gator may find the name of the new bank used
by the borrower or an undisclosed bank that
the subject had pledged assets already secured
by loans to the client. A search of these records
may also lead to the discovery of other assets
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the most valuable asset owned by many indi-
viduals, the investigators should thoroughly
familiarize themselves with the type of trans-
actions recorded and should be well versed in
the terms used in these transactions.

OIL, GAS, AND MINERAL INTERESTS

These are filed in county recorder offices to
document the ownership of oil, gas, and min-
eral leases obtained from parties who own the
land on which these assets are found. The
value of these assets will depend on the
amount of oil or natural gas pumped out of the
property or the amount of gold, silver, copper,
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such as cattle or crops raised on farm land,
business inventories or equipment owned by

the subject, or the existence of oth-
erwise unrecorded business con-
tracts that were pledged to secure a
loan or credit line.

Once the investigator has exam-
ined all of the above sources in a
given county, the information
should be collated in a report that
lists the material found in each of
these sources. While examining
these records, the investigator
should look for references to activi-
ties or transactions in other coun-' 
ties that may lead to the discovery
ofactivities or assets in those areas.
If a search in one county provides a
record ofassets secured in another
county or state, the investigator
should then consider conducting a
search of the full range of public
record filings conducted in the first
f urisdiction searched.

A search of the second jurisdic-
tion may lead to a third or fourth
area of search, each adding to the
assets of the subiect being investi-
gated. Once a full pictuie of the
activities and financial interests of
the subject is put together, then the
investigator is ready to turn the
report over to the client, who can
then use this information to ask fur-
ther questions and discover more

information from the material compiled by the
investigator.
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Tracking Down
the Glohl
Criminal

atching today's sophisticated white-collar criminal is like peeling an
onion, where you have to g9 throughais or her activitie-s layeiby
layer, ring by Tilg,_to get to the corJof the matter. The modern-aay
music man, unlike those of the movies, cannot outrun his pastby trav-
eling from city to city ahead of his bad news.

. Today's computer techrrology and on-line information services pro-
vide instant access to information throughout the united States'and
gives businessmel 

^and 
investigators the key to their pasts with the

press of a button (of course, you need a computer, *o-dem, and sub-
scription to an on-line newspaper service). our new world-class con
man now has to create complex corporate identities and offshore
banking relationships to "muddy the waters" through a web of com-
plex maneuvers designed to hide his true identity Ind the ultimate
destination of his ill-gotten goods. when you do blsiness with those
people who ap_pear to have "all the flaih, but none of the cash,,,
beware! Those that sound too good to be true almost always are.

when conducting an investigation into the activitils, business
$e-a]ings_, and assets-o{ a person doing business in foreign countries or
believed to have hidden assets outside the united statis, the investi-
gator las to gather information from a variety of sources. To be suc-
cessful in conducting foreign asset investigations, the investigator
must do the following:

r Document the foreign travel of the subject to a specific countr5l. Determine the activities of the subject condutted in a forJign
countr5l

o Discover the location of bank accounts and business relation-
ships of the subject that relate to that country



o Locate and interview the parties having
access to this information

There are a number of resources available
to investigators to determine if an individual
has traveled to a foreign country. The most
widely known resource, available to police
agencies, is a data base developed and main-
tained by U.S. Customs known as EPIC, or the
El Paso Intelligence Center (as discussed
briefly in Chapter 6). This data base collates
and records the reentry of each person into the
United States from a foreign port.

By recording the information on a U.S.
Customs Form that documents the reentry
point and goods purchased and declared to
Customs, the investigator can use this data
base to document the frequent foreign travel of
parties believed to be involved in drug smug-
gling, money laundering, or other crimes
investigated by the U.S. Customs Office and
other investigative agencies. The information
in EPIC is reported to the Financial Crimes
Enforcement Network (FinCen, see Chapter 6),
headquartered in Washington, D.C. FinCen
provides this information to law enforcement
and regulatory agencies interested in deter-
mining the travel history and patterns of par-
ties under examination by state and federal
agencies investigating drug, financial, regula-
tory, or organized crime matters. Investigators
have found a number of ways to determine the
existence of foreign travel by a person suspect-
ed of going to another country. Some of these
methods include:

1. When a suspect is arrested for any rea-
son, a thorough search ofhis or her person and
luggage should be conducted to determine if
the individual is carrying a passport or docu-
ments indicating his or her foreign travel or
business activities. If a passport or other
records are found, investigators should copy
the pages recording foreign passport stamps
and visas. While searching the subject, inves-
tigators should also look for receipts and
matchbooks from foreign hotels. This will lead
you to the place the suspect stayed and the
telephone charges made from that room to
local lawyers, banks, and business contacts in
that country.

2. One of the easiest ways to determine the
foreign business activities of an individual is
to examine the business, personal, and mobile
telephone records of the subject to identify
countries and parties that the subject has
called overseas. These records will often lead
to a bank, attorney, or business agent that the
investigated subject has contacted to set up a
business or financial relationship in a foreign
location. In either a criminal or a civil case,
telephone records can be subpoenaed to estab-
lish and document the telephone toll record of
the person being investigated.

3. Another valuable source of information
for determining foreign travel is the credit
card statements of the subject. These records
will often reveal a detailed account of the air-
line ticket purchase, hotel accommodations,
and purchases made by the subject in the for-
eign country in which he or she bavels.

Investigators traced a man suspected of
embezzling$72 million, a Colombian econom-
ic ministry attache, by tracking his American
Express charges from Colombia to the United
States and then to Austria. Through working
with the credit card security department,
investigators were able to document the daily
financial, business, and travel activities of the
attache and were able to maintain surveillance
on his movements through the hotel reserva-
tions and restaurant charges made to his
account. This information provided a detailed
history of the attache's activities during the
period of time crucial to the investigation and
helped to place him in locations where bank
accounts were ultimately located through
investigation at banks in the town identified
by these records. (Did you know that many
European banks secretly photograph and
record the identity of every individual enter-
ing theirbanks? Well, you do now.)

a. While checking the record of banking
transactions, the investigator should also look
for information concerning the purchase of
traveler's checks, money orders, wire trans-
fers, or overnight packages billed to the sub-
ject's account. Through the discovery of these
instruments, investigators can determine the
location where money orders or traveler's
checks were cashed, which may be the same
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location or bank where the subject opened an
account. The ultimate destination of wire
transfers, telexes, or overnight packages may
also be the financial institution, attorney, or
agent with whom the subject set up his foreign
business activities.

s. If the investigator is unsuccessful in
determining the location of foreign accounts
by tracing the transactions, then the next step
is to locate the people who had knowledge of
the personal and business activities of the sub-
ject, to include enemies, friends, and former
employees who have information pertinent to
his activities.

Very often, a business executive's secretary
makes his or her travel plans, often through I
travel agent. Both of these people may be able
to contribute reliable information to the inves-
tigator. Another possible resource is a com-
panion who accompanied the subject for
re_creational purposes on a trip, particularly
when the destination is Bermuda, the Baha-
mas, the Cayman Islands, or a similar tropical
financial haven.

In one case, a secretary informed investiga-
tors that her former employer was secretly
sending money out of the country through his
attorney. The secretary gave specific details of
the dates and times of the foreign travel, the
information was transmitted to U.S. Customs,
and the attorney was arrested when he
attempted to leave the United States without
declaring cash in excess of the 910,000
allowance required by law. (It's not illegal to
carry more money outside the United States,
but it must be declared to U.S. Customs or it's
subject to forfeiture under Title 21 US CODE.)

Once he was searched and his money con-
fiscated, the attorney realized that he-had a
choice to either state that the money was his
and face income tax evasion charges for unre-
ported income or admit that he was acting as
an agent for another party and face the leCser
charge of illegally transporting money out of
the United States, which would probably be
dismissed if he cooperated on the case against
his client. (Guess what he did?)

How do you find the secretary or travel
agent who books the trips for your suspect?
The secretary is most likely the person who

notarized the subject's business documents.
Look at the letters, legal documents, and other
financial documents executed by the subject
and then call the state notary board to deter-
mine the cunent registered address and bond-
ing agent of the secretary/notary who once
worked for your subject. As the person respon-
sible for filing, recording, and notarizing Com-
pany records, a corporate secretary often feels
the r_esponsibility of illegal activities being
conducted by her employer and will seek to
protect herself from future litigation by keep-
ing a personal diary or copies of documents
that she feels may compromise her position if
her boss' scheme has been found oui.

- Since they are often the ones signing
checks, and therefore liable for the activitiei
perpetrated through these checks (according
to IRS and tax court decisions), many secre-
taries feel either a natural hesitancy to sign
such documents or, when forced to prepare
and sign these, keep their own recordi to pro-
tect themselves in case of future problems
with the law. In the course of an ongoing off-
shore_investigation, investigators should ques-
tion the secretary or executive assistant of the
subject and determine if she has the following
information:

. Personal diary calendar or daytimer that
details her employer's travel and busi-
ness activities

. Personal Rolodex of numbers frequently
called for her employer

r Notary log that records documents that
she notarized

. Teleph_one directories that she kept to
remember key contacts of her employer,
especially in other cities or countries

. Copies of documents made because of
her personal concerns about the ethics or
business activities in which she was
involved or her employers made her sign

To locate the travel agent, first try the
Rolodex of the subject or his secretary, if it is
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available to you. Every businessman has a
favorite travel agent and usually stays with
him or her for years. If there is a travel agency
in your subject's office building, or one in
close proximity to the office, give it a call and
see if your subject or his company had an
account with it. If so, there is a good chance
that the agency will have at least a three-year
history ofthe travel records ofyour subject
and can tell you exactly where and how often
her or she traveled, both domestically and
internationally, and where he or she stayed, if
booked in a hotel.

If you can't find the travel agent, then it is
time to search the records of the Airline
Reporting Corporation (ARC) in Washington,
D.C., which is the clearinghouse for domestic
airline tickets of all the major air carriers. ARC
compiles and collates all domestic U.S. air
tickets, and its sister organization, Inter-
national Air Transport Association (IATA,
headquartered in Montreal Quebec, Canada,
2000 Peal St., H3A 2RH), collates the records
of foreign travel for many of the world's air-
lines. The records of ARC and IATA can help
you determine the name and location of the
travel agency used by your subject, which can
lead you to the cities and countries in which
the subject has traveled. Many offshore inves-
tigations begin through information provided
by fired secretaries, spurned spouses, or dis-
gruntled employees who harbor a grudge
against the wealth or illegal activities of some-
one they know. The records they keep often
provide the missing link necessary to prove
the existence of foreign banking relationships
or hidden business interests.

Sheila was the secretary and part-time
Iover of one of the nation's largest pornogra-
phy dealers and served him faithfully for over
72 years. As his confidant and bookkeeper,
she traveled with him on his Carribeo.n vaca'
tions and helped him set up several Cayman
Islands bank accounts in which she deposited
money, to the tune of $5 million over the
course of her employment and relationship.
Sheila took half of all cash receipts made in
her employer's business and converted the
proceeds to cashier's checks and money orders

and then sent these deposits to her employer's
sister in Canada, The sister in turn put these
envelopes in an overnight package and for-
warded them to the Cayman Islands Bank so
that no trail to the Cayman Islands could be
linked directly to her brother.

Through the years as Sheila gained weight
and became Iess attractive, her employer
entered the middle-aged crazies and became
obsessed with younger women. First he started
dating topless dancers and then brought a
youngil secrctary into his organization, a

women whom Sheila saw as a threat and who
ultimately took over Sheila's relationship with
her boss as weII as her bookkeeping position.
Her boss, oblivious to anything but sex and
drugs, did not consider Sheila a threat and
threw her away just as easily as a child grows
up and throws awaytheirfavorite doll.

Forced to go out into the job market and
unable to find a job anywhere near the money
she was making for the pornographer, Sheila
became very bitter. In her ange\ she became a
willingwitness when she was approached by
our investigator and an Internal Revenue
Service agent investigating tax matters in the
pornography business. Sheila provided oral
testimony about the trips to the Cayman
Islands and the existence of Cayman Islands
bank accounts inthe pornographer's mother's
maiden name. She produced copies of
deposits and overnight package receipts docu-
menting payments made into the Cayman
Island accounts set up to hide the money
made from the book business and drugs sold
by herformer employer.

With this evidence, the government agent
was able to document not only income tax
fraud but income from dealing in drugs, which
gave the U.S. Attorney sufficient grounds to
obtain an indictment and conviction against
the pornographer and his business by obtain-
ing the Cayman Islands banking records
through an multilateral assistance treaty
MLAT) request.

Once we have established the existence of
foreign travel on a subject being investigated,
the next order of business is to determine
where the subject stayed in the foreign coun-
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try and what business activities were conduct-
ed by the subject while there. One of the best
sources for developing information of this
type is the credit card activity of the subject
under investigation. The ease and conve-
nience of credit card usage works to the advan-
tage of the investigator. The majority of people
who travel overseas charge their hotel bills on
credit cards so that they don't have to pur-
chase or exchange foreign currency or worry
about the foreign rate of exchange. (Have you
ever tried to figure out pesos to dollars?)

The major credit card companies quickly
and conveniently solve this problem by
accepting all major currencies, but create a
new problem for the subject because they effi-
ciently document the date and place that their
owner stayed while in that foreign country. By
locating the hotel used by the subject, investi-
gators can determine the names of people and
identities of businesses or agents that the sub-
ject contacted through an examination of the
telephone records billed to the subject's ac-
count from the hotel.

An examination of a telephone record
detail of a hotel bill helped determine the exis-
tence of foreign bank accounts and the names
of business agents used by an executive
alleged to have transferred millions of dollars
from a Texas Savings & Loan. Through the
examination of credit card records, investiga-
tors determined that the executive stayed at a
hotel in Berne, Switzerland, and while at the
hotel, made telephone calls to two banks, an
attorney, and a foreign private postal service
located in that town.

By examining the photographs made daily
of the parties entering the Swiss banks called
by the subject, investigators were able to docu-
ment that the executive visited a certain bank
on a specific date and opened accounts with
the proceeds transferred from his savings and
loan through a series of financial transactions
to his Swiss bank.

The phone calls found to have been made
during these hotel visits were a crucial piece
of evidence in establishing a link between the
executive and a Swiss attorney with whom he
did business. The attorney made purchases of
real property in the United States for the bene-

fit of the executive, who claimed that he was
only the caretaker of these properties. By prov-
ing the existence of prior conversations
brtween the executive and the attorney, gov-
ernment regulators were able to establish a
relationship between the two and seize prop-
erties purchased for the executive's benefit in
the United States and prove a conspiracy on
the part of the two parties.

In addition to examining the credit card
statements of persons suspected of foreign
travel, investigators should look for the pur-
chase of money orders or traveler's checks,
instruments that are also frequently used to
make foreign purchases and pay for expens-
es incurred while traveling out of country.
A careful examination of traveler's checks
and money orders will disclose the same
type of information as credit cards such as
hotel accommodations, travel within the
foreign country, restaurants, shops, and
banks that cash these instruments for the
benefit of the traveler.

Examination and analysis of instruments of
this type may indicate the location of new
bank accounts, the leasing of safety deposit
boxes, and the purchase ofextravagant pre-
sents or gifts such as diamonds, jewelry, and
expensive watches. In several cases, investiga-
tors have even traced purchases of expensive
foreign automobiles through the purchase of
traveler's checks bought by the subiect in the
United States.

An important step in an investigation of
this type is to determine if the subject has trav-
eled overseas personally, or has that subject
sent an outside party, such as his accountant,
attorney, or another family member out of the
country with the assets he or she is attempting
to hide. An accountant, representing a number
of doctors in a suburban metropolitan area,
conceived a scheme to take the unreported
income made by his clients to the Cayman
Islands where it was deposited in numbered
accounts in the doctor's name. For years, the
accountant made a trip every month, the first
weekend after the end of each month, to the
Cayman Islands, complete with diving gear
and scuba tanks.

The creative accountant gathered up the
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FnneueNr rRrps ro rrm CayvaN isLams MAy ALERr IRS on Cusrous
AGENTS TO SOME ILLEGAL FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS-OR THEY MAY TIP OFF A

SAWY PRTVATE INVESTIGATOR.

unreported cash of each of his clients at the
end of the month, put the money in
envelopes, and taped the money to the
inside of his scuba tanks. This crime went
unreported for years until the accountant's
wife decided to file for divorce and turned
her husband in for the reward on an income
tax evasion scheme. In six years, he had ille-
gally carried several millions of dollars past
U.S. Customs and Cayman Islands
Immigration by carrying it right before their
very eyes, in the scuba tanks that he used as

his excuse to go to the islands each month.
The IRS alerted U.S. Customs, who then

monitored the flight plans of aircraft travel-
ing to the Cayman Islands during his normal
travel times. On his next flight, the accoun-
tant was detained and an inspection of his
scuba tanks was conducted. When Custom's
agents found more than $100,000 in his pos-
session, he was charged with carrying more
than $10,000 outside the United States with-
out a Customs Declaration and a charge was
made by the IRS relating to unreported
income of the monies found. Facing the two
charges, the accountant elected to plead
guilty to the lesser charge of transporting
money and gave the IRS an affidavit and tes-
timony revealing the identity of the parties

who had given him the money
to deposit in the Cayman
Islands.

BAGGING THE TRASH

Sometimes, the best evidence
in the investigation of offshore
matters comes from getting
down and dirty, that is, bagging
your subject's trash. Investi-
gators have long known that the
garbage thrown away by subjects
being investigated may contain a

variety of clues and evidence.
This evidence could include

envelopes that list a return
address from parties having
knowledge of the suspect, the
address of foreign banks and cor-
resp ondence, confirmations

from overnight packages sent overseas, or
bank statements and checks that show the
routing numbers and accounts where checks
were cashed or funds were transferred
through a suspect's bank to an offshore enti-
ty.

Most people throw away those handwrit-
ten notes scribbled in haste while picking up
messages from their telephone recorder or
those phone calls that come after they have
gotten into bed. By conducting trash pulls on
the subject's garbage, particularly at the end
of the month, the lucky investigator may find
documents that lead to offshore business
activities or people that have knowledge of
the information that can assist the investiga-
tor gain further knowledge into the activities
of their subject.

There are certain days of the year, particu-
larly holidays, that are magic to any investiga-
tor, days in which they know through years of
experience that people will perform certain
activities such as calling home to family and
loved ones or sending them a card or note to
show they care. These are the times that smart
investigators focus on, particuiarly when bag-
ging someone's trash, to determine who peo-
ple really are, whete they are, and what they
are hiding from the rest of the world. On days
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like this, people show their soul and inves-
tigators focus on these times and their fam!
lies to sneak a peek into their private lives.
What are these magic times?

r Valentine's Day. This is the day for
lovers and the day to find someone's secret
heart throb. Bag someone's trash after
Valentine's Day and you find return address-
es from envelopes sent to their mother,
lover, or special friend. This is also a day to

hwnsnc.anNc IS I1METIMES A Dlnry JoB;
corNc THnouGH youR suBJEcr's GanB.acE
CAN PROVIDE CLUES ON EVIDENCE NOT
NEADILY AVAILABLE ELSEWHENE.

their stuff, and many do, acting
out their favorite fantasy and let-
ting it all hang out. If you wonder
what someone does when no one
is looking, this is the night to find
out.

check for receipts for flowers, perfume, or
candy on the charge card to locate that special
someone.

o Mother's Day. This is a day for mothers,
and even the most hardened criminals may
send their mothers a telephone call to let them
know that they are still alive. This is a good
day to run mother's phone bill and find her
son who is hiding from the law.

_ o Father's Day. Not as many wise guys call
home to dad, but it is still a smart day tocheck
the trash and phone bills when looking for
errant sons or daughters who can't be found
any other way.

.Halloween. This is definitely the one
night of the year that people show their true
colors. This is the night for crazies to strut

. . Thanksgiving. As a time of family gather-
ings, this is the time to put surveillance on
your subject's family to see if he comes home
for dinner. Who knows, you might even get
your turkey.

. Christmas. This is the best time to check
credit card receipts for gifts and purchases
that don't make it home. It is alio time to
watch th-gsg special relationships developing
amgng all the good cheer. Be sure to bag the
trash because this is where the best cardJand
envelopes are found from people who only
make contact once a year.

SUMMARY

There is no one miracle way to make an off-
shore investigation. Cases of this type are
made by hitting all the bases and ih-asing
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down every possible lead in the investigator's
bag of tricks. The resources that we have dis-
cussed here, if diligently pursued, will lead to
the discovery of evidence, if it is there, in

many of your most complex cases. As investi-
gators, we are all seeking to expand our knowl-
edge in this area and look for new ways to get
an edge on the wise guys.
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Getting to
KnowYou

ne evening as I sat behind my desk after a long day's work, a reporter
from the New YorkTlmes called our office and asked what was new in
the investigative business, what was going on that he could make a
human interest story of for his next deadline.

The first thing that popped into my head was the rise in numbers of
background checks in cases where we have been hired to check out
the background and assets of potential spouses.

"You see," I told the reporter, "women are now waiting longer to get
manied, into their 30s and 40s, and have accumulated a littlepiece of
the rock themselves. They don't want to make the same mistakes that
their friends and parents made, go through two or three divorces and
end up broke in their 50s with their looks and beauty gone. They want
to marry someone equally, if not more, successful and find someone
without any financial baggage or a poor track record of his own.',

The reporter was fascinated. Here was technology at work, doing
something that people could really care about and relate to, finding i
new spouse. The rest was history. The article appeared on the front page
of the Sunday NewYorkTimes, the most widely read paper in the coun-
try. The story was picked up by the Associated PresJand united press
International and run in many other newspapers throughout the world.

The minute the paper hit the street, my phone went crazy. My
answering service called in a panic and asked, "Mr. R what have you
done?" Donahue was on one line, Geraldo on another, and Joan Rivers
said she was a personal friend! All of them wanted me on their shows,
with one of my potential husband hunters, the next day.

Out of the blue, this story created a whole new area of business for
PIs all over the country. Dating detectives started advertising in sin-
gles magazines and lonely hearts columns, offering their sleuthing



abilities to discover unadmitted prior di-
vorces, current spouses, and to disprove or
verify the financial status of the new love that
"was just too good to be true."

Within weeks, our volume of "Love Dick"
cases (that what the article in Playboy called
us) grew from one or two a week to five a day.
At $500 a pop, that's a fine Iittle side business.
Little did I know that this human interest
interview would strike such a chord and cre-
ate a big time business opportunity for investi-
gators everywhere.

The work itself is simple. The same search
conducted to check out debtors for banks is
ideal for sniffing out potential spouses, only
you give it a new spin. A voter and marriage
search verify the name and address; litigation
records find the ex-spouses, tax liens, judg-
ments, and debts; and real property and pro-
bate document the assets. No problem, man! If
the client wants to know where the prospec-
tive spouse goes on Friday nights, then check
parking tickets and, as a last resort, follow him
by surveillance.

What have we found? Three out of four
prospects investigated are not what they
claimed to be. Now, we only get the ones that
already have created some suspicion, but
that's a pretty good average. Most of the men
we searched had more wives than they admit-
ted to. Half of them were still married some-

where else, and four were real serious nutso
cases, sociopaths who were deep into pain
and suffering. One turned out to be a serial
killer; he just hadn't been caught yet and still
isn't in jail because we can't find his victims.

If you want a piece of this business, send a
flyer announcing your service out to the dat-
ing clubs (offer to do the background through
them for a 2O-percent referral fee), consider a
small ad in the personals column of the local
newspapers that cater to dating, and go out
Friday nights to the mating dances, sponsored
by social networking clubs in your town.
Chances are, once you get to meet the crowd,
you'll be asked to give a short seminar on the
dangers of dating or the "red flags" that indi-
cate deception in the social scene.

If you don't already know these red flags,
here they are, compliments of E.J. Pankau:

e Hair gets longer.

o Clothes get flashier.

. Changes cologne.

o Boxer shorts become bikini underwear.

r Joins a health club.

o Starts a diet.
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Investigation
Simplified

fter watching all_the TV and movie detective shows, everybod.y thinks
that cases are solved by a snitching informant or a sherlbck i{olmes-
type rocket scientist who weaves his way through the many convolu-
tions concocted by the perpetrator of crime. Every case we see takes
bizarre twists and turns, with layer after layer of plots and intrigue
where we search for mysterious and elusive 

"irr"r. 
-

Anyone who has been in the detective business for a while and has
been at least moderately successful knows that every case has its own
_pattern and flow. It has a structure and set of parameters that have to
be in place for the crime to have been committed or for the case to
exist. Each case has a beginning *4 * end, both of which are usually
known or discovered at the onset of the investigation. The best investi-
gators are those who work both ends of the caie, toward the middle.
That is, they take the facts known from the crime scene and work
backward through the incidents that led to the crime, but they also
gather facts known before the crime and work forward throujh the
commission of the crime, until both ends meet in the middle. w6rking
in this fashion fills in most of the blanks and tells the who, what]
when, where, and why of most cases.

what does this mean to you, the investigator? It means that there
is abody of knowledg_e, a set of facts and ci-rcumstances, a profile of
each type of crime, that show how these same crimes have been
committed, over and over again. You see, there are no new crimes,
only new ways of doing them. If you want to look, most of them are
laid out in the bible, etched in stone when Moses brought them
down from the mountain. The following cases are simplified in the
extreme but give you some idea of the profile of each df these kinds
of cases.
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HOMICIDE OR MURDER

In the great majority of these cases, we
start with a body found dead or missing. The
dead body is usually alive with clues, so that
is our first area of investigation: what is the
physical evidence, were there signs of vio-
lence, was the death caused by friend or foe
(90 percent of all murders are done by people
who knowthe victim).

Years ago, the sons of the two wealthiest
ranchers in south Texas fought over a girl-
friend, starting with their fists and ending
with.44 Magnum pistols. There were no wit-
nesses to the shooting except the girlfriend,
and her story changed every day. She started
saying what a wonderful boyfriend the de-
ceased was, and how he'd never harm a fly,
until we found the maintenance man who
patched up the 12 bullet holes in the roof of
her apartment, made when the boyfriend got
drunk and shot up her ceiling on more than
one occasion. The testimony of the mainte-
nance man, combined with the blood/alcohol
count of both parties, confirmed the story of
the accused killer and resulted in a lesser
charge of involuntary manslaughter rather
than the premeditated murder asked for by the
prosecutor.

Once the physical evidence and crime
scene are evaluated, the investigator goes back
to when the deceased was alive and deter-
mines who his friends were, who his enemies
were, and if anyone had amotive forthe crime.
Included in motive is why the person was
killed, for love, hate, or money. Once the phys-
ical evidence and motive establish certain
facts, the investigator then ties the suspects to
the crime, throwing out the ones who don't fit
for reasons of alibi, motive, and evidence. The
focus narrows on the suspects with the most
motive and clearest evidence until a conctu-
sion is reached.

ASSET SEARCH

The search for people and their money is
the fastest-growing area of investigative busi-
ness in America. More and more people are
skipping out on their debts and flocking to yel-
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low page advertising lawyers who promise to
make them financially bulletproof and invul-
nerable to their creditors'claims. In an investi-
gation of this type, the keys to a successful
investigation are as follows:

1. Identify the subject.
2. Determine their business entities.
3. Trace their real property and tangible

assets through public records and on-
line information sources.

4. Interview the former spouse, creditors,
business associates, and former friends
who were also left holding the bag.

DOMESTIC CASES

Everybody has a pattern, particularly when
living with or married to a partner. The first
step is to find the change in the pattern which
tells you when a new partner or relationship
entered into the picture.

1. When did he start changing cologne,
clothes, or switch from boxer shorts to
bikini underwear?

2. What's his current daily travel pattern?
3. Where are the holes in the travel pattern

where he can't account for his time?
4. Whom does he call? (Check those mobile

phone records.)

Follow up with targeted surveillance dur-
ing unaccountable times. Through the con-
duct of thousands of divorce cases, I have
found three main areas of investigation com-
mon to these matters: background, financial,
and child custody investigations. Each of
these investigations has a specific goal and
requires the proof of different facts. The pur-
pose of the background investigation is to
determine the prior life history and past activ-
ities of your subject, to prove that these activi-
ties of the past have continued and bear a
strong relationship to the current activities
and probable future activities of this person
(examples include alcoholism, child abuse,
molestation, etc.).

Knowing a divorce is somewhere in their
future, many wealthy individuals hide their



assets and create a plan to minimize their
wealth, often years before a divorce. These
people may also create a number of artificial
debts that diminish their estates or devalue
companies and business that they plan to
build up once the divorce is final and the com-
panies are back in their hands.

Perhaps the most hotly contested aspect of
domestic relation investigations, and certainly
the most emotionally trying, is the fight for
child custody. Over the yearc, many investiga-
tors have been used (often very successfully)
to present and document the evidence as to
the fitness and capabilities of spousal parents
and one side or tle other's abiiity to 6are for
the future needs of their children. Investi-
gators are frequently used in this area to "paint
a picture" of the true living conditions of a
parent and their children, to show how this
parent's relationship with the child is in the
present and can be projected into the future.

The investigator's job is to document the
daily'routine of the parents and the children
to show the degree of supervisory care on the
part of each parent and to verify any outside
harmful influences that would be against the
best interests of the child. Frequently, inves-
tigators are called in to create a "day in the
life movie" showing the children with their
client and how the child benefits from the
attention and care provided in their home. In
presenting a case of this type to a judge or
jury, it's critical that the attorney, investiga-
tor, and client document every potential area
of differences and conflicts between the par-
ents so that they can show circumstances
that the judge or jury can personally relate
to. Everyone has different values and will
attach a certain weight to particular issues,
evaluating their decision on their own expe-
rience and things they perceive to be in the
best interests of the children.

A good example of this is shown in one of
my very first cases. In one of our most highly
coatested custody cases, the wife was having a
relationship outside of the maniage. The hus-
band, trying to get custody of his two young
children, claimed the relationship of his
spouse with the new boyfriend was "detri-
mental and dangerous" to the children and

asked for a jury trial. In proving the facts of
this case, we first introduced evidence to the
jury detailing the various meetings of the
spouse and her lover and established that she
was living and sleeping with another man in
the presence of her children. To this issue, the
judge didn'tblink an eye.

Our investigator then produced evidence,
taken from the garbage cans in the spouse,s
home, documenting drug usage through evi-
dence found in the trash. Again, we reieived
no indication of interest from the judge.

What finally moved both the judge and
jury was a photograph of two 6-foot boa con-
strictors that were kept in the bedroom of the
wife's new home. These snakes were the
prope_rty of the lover and were both large
9n9ugh to hurt the children and were particu-
larly offensive to several members of the jury.
One of my greatest moments in court was
when the judge leaned over the bench and
looked at me with bugged-out eyes, asking,
"Howbig were them snakes?"

In cases where both parents could be re-
garded as equally fit by jurors, then the inves-
tigator's job is to show that his client would be
at least as fit, if not more so, to care for the
children and to see to their future welfare. A
creative and diligent investigator will look fur-
ther for those witnesses that can testify to the
specific growth needs of the children that can
best be provided by his client. In many cases,
jurors will particularly relate to male children
where witnesses, such as scout leaders and
sp_ofs coaches, are corralled to testify as to the
athletic ability of the child and his father,
where female children would be more closely
related to witnesses having knowledge of th-e
creativity and artistic inclination issues, such
as music and dance. In close cases, these
issues will often be the determining factor in
custody issues.

pERsblnr TNJURv

In life, health, disability, or worker,s comp
claims, you follow the trail of their activities.

1. How and under what circumstances were
they injured, damaged, or affected?
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2. Where are they now (and what are they
doing)?

3. Make their day (or their night) by surveil-
lance of their activities.

4. Check the record and see if they have a histo-

ry of previous claims. Several states are now
passing laws requiring that insurance com-
panies create or use the services ofa Special
Investigative Unit (SIU) to investigate
claims intheir states. This SIUrule canbe a
bonanza to private investigators, as many
insurance companies don't have the man
power or the financial ability to maintain an
SIU in every state and will therefore have to
look for private investigators with skills in
this area. One of the best things you can do
is learn more about the International
Association of Special Investigative Units
(address in Baltimore, Maryland) and deter-
mine if your state already has or is develop-
ing its own chapter.

TRADEMARK FRAI.JD

The biggest case I ever investigated (as far
as fee goes) was chasing down those heinous
criminals who copied or altered Spud Mc-
Kenzie's appearance on T-shirts, hats, and
similar materials. To find trademark fraud,
you should:

1. Locate the phony merchandise (street
corners, flea markets, and trade fairs are
your most likely candidates).

2. Work up the chain by becoming a seller.
Once you buy products from a vendor once
or twice, ask him where he got them so that
you can become a dealer to.

3. Find the distributor and bag his trash to
get the shipping labels from cartons
that were thrown out. Every kind of
investigation has its own set of rules
and its own means of investigation.
The more cases you do in any area, the
better you get at them because you
learn how they have had to been done
in order to work. If you're ever stuck on
an investigation, call one of your asso-
ciates, or any other investigator you
trust, and run the ideas by him. He may

be able to help by giving you new ideas
that you haven't thought of.

Many years ago, one of my friendly neigh-
borhood competitors got a big case from a
client who was a little too much for him to
handle. The client's wife, after several years of
a bad marriage, took off one day with her hus-
band's gold coin collection, worth over
$300,000, and headed for parts unknown.
Neither the investigator nor the client had any
idea where she went, but Joe's fee was to be
one-third of recovery, once his client put his
hands on the money and his wife (he didn't
want the wife, just the money). After working
the case for more than 24 hours with no clues
at all, |oe called me and asked if I could help
him to determine where she had gone.

His offer of a split of the recovery was the
best I'd had that day, so we went over all of the
information the client provided and then
looked over the house just to see if I could
think of any new ideas. Pulling up into the
driveway, I saw some heavy marks, that looked
to be tire tracks, leading from the driveway to
the back bedroom door, which is where most
of the gold and personal things that the wife
took, came from. Something clicked in my
mind and my mouth rolled out, "I-J-Haul, they
had to have a trailer." The stuff was too heavy,
they had to have a trailer. The client and
another detective thought about this approxi-
mately two seconds, then the light bulb went
on in their heads too.

I told the client to get me her photo while
we drew up a reward poster and made a hun-
dred copies at the nearest Kwik Kopy.We took
those posters to every trailer dealer in town
and finally found the one we were looking for,
the one who rented our sweet little lady a trail-
er from Houston to Denver. Why did he help
us? Could it have been the $1,000 reward on
the wanted poster, or just his civic duty? Yes,
he took the bucks.

One of our investigators flew immediately
to Denver while the other collected the client.
We all arrived at the Denver U-Haul Center
hours before the wife and had the pleasure of
watching her drive up (with a new boyfriend)
to turn in the trailer, which was now empty.

t
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After that, it was a simple matter of following
her back to the hotel ind explaining to thE
new boyfriend that he might be an accessory
to kidnapping and theft (you see, he,d just goi-
ten out of jail a week before and met our sweet

y-oung lady in a kicker bar), which left our lady
alone with her husband. After several hours of
"I didn't mean it's," and .,I love you,s,,, the
couple drove back to Houston together, and
we collected our fee.
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Surveillance
Secrets

he secret-of superior surveillance is to get all of the pertinent informa-tion available about the subject you arI investig"tiig brfo* yo.,Lrr*
begin to follow him or her. At the outset or""y ii"lrffitiorr, you need
:?*:":.T]L:1":ythi"s yox can about the driving ilfit, and patterns
ot your subject, the places he or she frequents, an"cl the kinds "iihGhe likes to do. If your client has this informatiorrlit-rrur"ows yourfields. of inqrriry substal-tiarry 

""Jr"t, yo" 
"o"""rri.ut" on what isalready a difficult job,foilowirrg ro*"orrl through t 

"iri" 
when he orshe knows the destination and y"ou don't. Before io" *, in the car andrush offto follow someone, try io get the rolowi-ris i"Fo--rtation.

t.A history of the daily activities of your subject to include where
he or she works, livei, g_oe-s for lunch, 

"rd dd;t, 
"ft"r 

work.
2. If your subject has a mobile ph-one, {V to get (either through y;u"client or your own sourcurj th" t""uit"it o"",L""ra,6ry"*

subject. These.telephone rogs record uotr,i"Lomi"l *a ""tg"il;calls, local and long distanc-e.

By analyzin_g the timing of the calls, especially by rooking at whowas called on the way to and from *o.i, y;";;;fti" ri"a the nameand address of the pbrson who most occupies your subject,s mind,namely the meani"gryl.otlrel. If y9l can,t let car t"t"pnoo" *;;;;either because the iubject doesi't have one or your sources aren,t'hat good, then try to determine if your subjectll", 
""t of town andstays in a particular hoter. one of the p.i.i"t";;;;rtig"tors old.esttricks is to obtai" 

lhg horel telephone ricgr$s 
"f 

; p;;"n who goes
,gyt 

ojtgwn and feels bulletprooiand invisibre u""arir".ro one knowsnlm ln Lrenver.
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Through doing hundreds of these investiga-
tions, I've seen that most people eat dinner in
the restaurant, have a few drinks in the bar,
and then go up to their rooms and make two
phone calls. The first call is to the honey and
goes something like this: "I love you, I need
you, I want you, and I'll see you tomorrow
night." The second call, of course, is to the
wife: "I'm beat,I'm whipped, I'm tired,I'll be
home in three days."

You don't know how to get this phone bill?
It's real easy! Just call the hotel the next week
after your subject leaves and asks for the audit
or bookkeeping department with this little
white lie. "Hello, this is Bobby fohnson with
the Audit Department of Intergalactic Indus-
tries. Our salesman, Mr. Smith, was in your
hotel last week and made a number of long
distance phone calls on his bill. He didn't
itemize these in his expense account, and I
need to get those numbers for verification that
they were business related."

They'll give them to you every time. By
having the information listed above, you will
soon have a much better idea of the movement
patterns and the people whom your sirbject is
likely to see if you lose contact in traffic or
have to break off surveillance because the sub-
ject is "starting to wag his tail." The first time I
had to follow someone, my supervisor just
told me to go out there and follow him to see
where he was going.

My introduction to the art of following
someone in the car was purely by trial and
error, which I promise you is the worst way to
learn. Unfortunately, there are no schools that
teach auto surveillance, or I haven't found
one. So most investigators learn by trial and
error. There is nothing more discouraging than
trying to follow someone day after day and
losing him in traffic or feeling that he knows
you are following him.

When I first worked for another investiga-
tor, before the ink was even dry on my pocket
card, I was sent out to follow a husband whose
wife thought he had a serious drinking prob-
lem. You see, the husband often came home
late at night and couldn't really tell his wife
where he had been; he just told his wife that
he was confused and trying to work out his

problems. (In hindsight, having done this
business for many years, I would now know
this was just an excuse and the husband's real
problem was that he had one too many
women.) The wife asked us to follow him and
document the places he went and how much
he drank so that she could help him confront
his problems and get professional psychiatric
help if he needed it.

The first five days, I followed him to work,
stared at his office door for several hours, and
then watched him go to lunch with clients or
lose me in lunch-hour traffic. The afternoons
were just as bad, sweating in a hot car, staring
at every car that left his office complex, and
fighting the urge to use that glass jar we all
carry on surveillances. After work, Tom got on
the five-lane freeway heading away from his
house, and I lost him in a sea of cars, all trying
to beat each other out of town.

On the sixth day, Tom went to one of the
town's fanciest restaurants, ate lunch, and
came out with a carryout bag. As soon as I saw
that bag, my alarms sounded. Having done
this myself,I intuitively knew what was going
on. Tom was taking a lunch to a sick friend. I
could almost see the grin on his face as he
eased out of the parking lot, drove through the
residential back streets of River Oaks, and
pulled in to an upscale townhouse complex
right off that same freeway that I had lost him
on for the last five days. In a few minutes, Tom
was inside the townhouse courtyard, knock-
ing on the door of unit 14, and walking into
the arms of one of the most beautiful women
I've ever seen in my life.

When I laid out the real source of Tom's
problems for his spouse, she was at first
stunned and couldn't believe that her husband
was actually seeing another woman. In fact,
she felt that this couldn't be someone he was
having an affair with and insisted on seeing
the situation herself (if you've been in this
business long enough, you'll see that this hap-
pens many times).

So on the next day I went to the townhouse
complex, told the sales agent that I was inter-
ested in purchasing the townhouse across
from our friends, and obtained a key so that I
could bring my wife over after work and look
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at the color schemes to see if it would match
with our furniture. As it got dark, my client
and I sat in the vacant apartment and talked
about the possible scenarios that wouldn't
lead to infidelity. Maybe this was some sick
employee or the wife of a friend who he was
bringing lunch to. "Let's see," I said, and we
continued to wait in the gathering darkness for
Tom to appear.

First, a young couple came into the court-
yard, then another single man, and then our
boy Tom walked in, just like he owned the
place (we later found out that he did). My
client tensed, almost called out to him, and
then dropped her jaw as a long-haired, buxom
blonde woman in a negligee wrapped her arms
around my client's husband as he entered the
door not 20 feet from where we sat.

If I hadn't recognized the opportunity at the
restaurant or had given up because I couldn't
follow him in rush hour traffic, Tom would
still be "doing his thing" today. These same
surveillance techniques work on domestic,
personal injury, or internal investigations.

Look for the unusual, for the changes in a per-
son's pattern that don't belong, and focus your
investigation where these situations lead. When
following someone in a mobile surveillance, you
literally have to drive the subject's car. By
putting yourself in the driver's seat of the car
that you're following, you know what lights you
have to make. Surveillance is really an art and
takes a touch or feel that helps you see where
your driver is going and what they are going to
do. Once you've followed someone to his ulti-
mate location, then the hard partbegins.

Now, you've got to determine what he is
doing in there or, if they've gone to a hotel,
what room he's in. The easy way is to do two-
person surveillance with a driver and a walk-
er. This way, you can follow your subjects in
their car and drop off your walker so that they
can maintain foot surveillance on your sub-
jects and see precisely where they go. My
choice for a walker is almost always a woman,
preferably with a carry-on bag or shopping bag
who can look the part, walk the walk, and talk
the talk when she gets inside.

Unfortunately, on many occasions, surveil-
lance is a one-man show because of budgetary

needs or you were called up to do surveillance
on short notice before you could arange for
additional personnel. This kind of situation
certainly makes your job harder, but let me
give you a little idea that I fell into last year in
San Francisco.

After teaching a seminar session for the
account executives of Prentice Hall On-line in
San Francisco, we all went to dinner at a
"killer" restaurant that had the best pasta that
ever hit my mouth. Of course, we washed this
down with a goodly amount of wine and came
back to our hotel with more than just a little
bit of abuzz on. I successfully negotiated the
lobby, rode up on the elevator to the eleventh
floor, and then drew a total blank. I knew that
this was my floor, but I had no idea of my
room number. I fished my plastic card key out
of my pocket (all hotels are now going to these
access cards because they can be repro-
grammed daily, for each new customer, with-
out having to rekey the hotel rooms), and saw
that there was no room number on the key.

- Feeling slightly stupid, I picked up the
house phone and called the operator t-o ask
what room I was in. My voice was a little
slurred, it was almost midnight, and I ex-
plained to the night operator that I didn't want
to fumble around the floor, trying my key in
five other people's rooms before getting lucky
or getting punched out by some big dude who
thought I was trying to burglarize his room.
Amazingly, the sweet voice on the other end of
the phone told me I was in Room 1158 as she
laughed at my little situation.

As soon as I snapped to what she'd done, I
sobered up in a heartbeat with a realization
that I had just figured out a new way to find
out a target's hotel rooms. Since that time, I,ve
tried this little game in every hotel from
Seattle to St. Louis and found that it works
a_lm9sJ every time. Just sound a little sheepish,
slightly tipsy, and do it late at night when peo-
ple would expect you to be drunk and it works
almost every time.

When it comes to equipment, I bow to my
good friend Bill Kizorek of In-Photo. Billts
company has photographed more injury
claims than any firm I know and has invested
more than 94 million in cameras and surveil-
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lance equipment of all kinds. Through trial
and error, Kizorek's staffhas gone from VHS to
8mm, both for its size and its ease of opera-
tion. But Kizorek warns, "Video equipment
changes every few years. After we bought so
Sony EVCX-7 Bmm cameras, no more were
made with'c' mount lenses."

For those of you who have VHS equipment
or like the convenience of popping the tape
right in your home video recorder, there is
some fairly new equipment that stands head
and shoulders above the 8x to T2xequipment
that most of us see in the store. A growing
number of manufacturers today are selling 64x
digital VHS recorders, equipment that pro-
vides the investigator with a dynamite field of
view and the telephoto ability to read a news-
paper from almost a block away.

While going through one of my discount
catalogs last week, I saw a Hitachi 64x video
recorder for $8g5, about one-third of what
most of us paid for surveillance cameras
only a few years ago. Before buying camera

equipment, it pays to do a little research.
Check out Consumer Repo.rfs and other con-
sumer guides, as well as reputable camera
stores in your area.

For those of you who want to learn more
about the personal injury investigative busi-
ness, I recommend several books written by
Bill Kizorek that explain, in far greater detail,
the psychology and makeup of the personal
injury claimant. Bill has been documenting
injury claims for almost 20 years and is
undoubtedly one of the true experts in this
field. Additionally, he is a great guy, has
helped many investigators learn this business
throughout the country by speaking at inves-
tigative seminars, and has shared his knowl-
edge by writing these investigative bibles. (See
Bibliography for the titles of Kizorek's books.)

Incidently, Bill says the most important key
to successful surveillance is "to stay out of
sight. Sitting in the front seat of a car draws a
lot of attention to you. Vans are much better.,,
A free piece of advice from the master.
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Insurance
Investigation

he ultimate goal of any insurance investigation is to determine the
facts and circumstances pertinent to a claim and document the validi-
ty (or inaccuracy) of a claimant's case. To perform this job properly,
the investigator should examine the circumstances leading up io the
filing of the claim, the details of the claim itself, and the extent-of dam-
age or disability that continues after the incident on which the
claimant's case is based once he is stabilized.

The term "insurance" is definedby Webstefs Dictionaryasi

1. brsuring or being insured
2. A contract (insurance policy) whereby compensation is guaran-

teed to the insured for a specified loss by fire, death, etc.
g. The amount for which something is insured
4. The premium paid for an insurance policy
s. The business of insurance against loss

The initial phase of the investigation, the examination of the cir-
cumstances leading up to the filing of a claim, determines the extent of
any pre-existing conditions that would have a bearing on the validity
of the issuance of the insurance policy. Any conditions that, revealei
to the insurance company, would have caused the insurers to have
denied the issuance of the policy or rated it as a higher risk are perti-
nent to this type of investigation.

A good example of these circumstances is often found in life and
health investigations concerning death claims. In one particular case,
the insured claimed to be anonsmoker, thereby enjoying a substantial-
ly lower life insurance rate, but later died of lung cancei. Examination
of the background of the policyhotder and interview of the people



who had personal knowledge of the claimant
found him to be a heavy smoker.

This information was also confirmed by the
autopsy report of the medical examiner's
office and led to the denial of the claim.

The examination of the incident leading up
to the claim will focus on the specifics of the
activitigs of the claimant on or about the time of
the claim. This is done to determine if the
insured's actions were contributory to the claim
or could the incident or accident have been
avoided under normal circumstances. Investi-
gators are also interested in determining if the
incident was truly an accident or did the
insured create the circumstances and cause the
accident to happen as a setup claim.

What are some of the indicators of fraudu-
Ient claims or cases that require further inves-
tigation? This checklist outlines many of the
"red flags" found by insurance investigators to
be indicative of potential fraud. When a com-
bination of three or more of these indicators
exist, it's time for further investigation, which
means money in your pocket.

If you really want to be smart, share with
your clients this list of red flags that every
employer should be aware of and use it as a
basis of examining employee injuries.

1. Receipt of Accident Board Application
2. Physical Evidence
3. Conflicting Versions
4.Injury Occurs and There Is No Witness
5. Refuses Company Doctor
6. Refuses Settlement Offer
7. Never at Home

Another scale that insurers and employers
should consider in examining their claims is
the type of circumstances that most often lead
to employee claims. Frequently, a set of circum-
stances will trigger a rash of claims as follows:

1. Employee Terminated
2. Disability
3. Near Retirement
4. Short Term of Employment
5. Many Prior Similar Claims
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Workman's
Compensation
Can Work for
You
ne of the greatest problems our clients face is the rise in workman's
compensation rates and the tremendous increase in employee claims
and litigation seen in the past two years.

In reviewing new legislation and speaking with other investigators
throughout the state, I feel that this legislation is a good start but is not
going to be a cure for all employers. It is just the start of a program that
we can assist our clients to develop if they are going to survive in busi-
ness. With this program, we must also institute an internal program to
identify suspicious claims and establish a means to examine the legiti-
macy or fraudulent nature of these injuries.

Through years of investigating such claims, both as an employer
and as a professional investigator (yes, we have had claims, too), I
have developed a list of red flags that every employer should be aware
of and use as a basis of examining employee injuries. A number of
these red flags are the same as for insurance fraud claims discussed in
the previous chapter:

1. Receipt of accident board application was first notice of injury-
employee did not notify the employer of the injury through nor-
mal channels or on the day of the job injury itself.

Z. Physical evidence conflicts with presented facts-employee
claims injuries that are not found or diagnosed by the physician
examining the employee for specific claims.

3. Conflicting versions of the incident by witnesses-other employ-
ees' observation of the claimant or the accident differs dramati-
cally from the iniury claimed by the employee.

4. An injury occlus and there are no witnesses-employee claims to
have been working alone and there is no physical evidence of



injury or damage observable to the em-
ployee or company equipment.

5. Refuses to go to company doctor or obtain
second medical opinion-employee goes
to his own doctor, refuses to see compa-
ny physician or accept rehabilitation rec-
ommended by the physician.

6. Refuses to accept an offer to return to
work in another capacity, temporarily or
permanently-employee refuses to dis-
cuss other employment and will not
negotiate with employer for other accept-
able positions.

7. Claimant is never at home to receive
phone calls after injury-employer at-
tempts to contact claimant at home to
determine his work potential or medical
rehabilitation program but can never
find employee at home when he calls.

When you as an employer see several of the
above red flags, it's time to examine the
claimant more closely to determine if he is
truly injured, is taking a vacation on your
company payroll, or has started new employ-
ment in a job not reported to you or the em-
ployment commission.

Another scale that the prudent employer
should consider in examining his claims is the
type of circumstances that most often lead to
employee claims. Frequently, a set of circum-
stances will trigger a rash of claims as follows:

1. Employee was terminated before first
notice of injury. The injury claim comes
in after the employee has been released
from his job. Some employees use this
excuse to milk months of employment
benefits from an employer that has termi-
nated them for cause.

2. Disability occurred just prior to a period
of layoffs or discontinuation of seasonal
work. Employee's knowing that the com-
pany is going to be laying off employees
frequently file claims, prior to this peri-
od of layoffs so that they can again ex-
tract months of benefits after employ-
ment is over.

3. Employee is near retirement. What better

way for an employee to draw a double
retirement than to have an injury as well
as his company retirement plan?

4. Short term of employment prior to in-
jury or prior listing of self employment.
Many professional plaintiffs join a work
force just to get on the benefits program
and consider workman's compensation
and disability a major benefit and source
of income. (Do you want to hire one of
these people?)

5. Employees with many prior similar
claims with previous employers. Em-
ployees with a history of claims with the
IAB or in civil suits don't often change
their spots with the new employer; they
only get better as time goes on.

What are some of the things that you can do
as an investigator to help your employer to
avoid all this mess? How can you keep your
injury rate within bounds and insurance ratios
within acceptable means? Let me suggest sev-
eral ideas that you can use to protect your
clients from these series of claims.

1. Institute an employee-screening program
to identify applicants with a previous
history of claims with the IAB or similar
criminal suits in their previous areas of
residence or employment.

2. Institute a preventative safety training
program and reward employees or work
areas that consistently have a low num-
ber of claims.

3. Provide information relating to safety
prevention tools, aides, and equipment
at each work sight and enforce safety
rules through supervisory personnel.

4. Require employee notification of acci-
dent, injury, or safety violations on com-
pany facilities. Require supervisory per-
sonnel to conduct on-site examination to
determine the nature, extent, and cause
of injury and to document witnesses and
circumstances of injury at the time of
incident.

5. Designate an employee safety officer to
review all incidents, accidents, or safety
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claims and to prepare a weekly summary
of such claims to company executives, as
well as recommendations to prevent
future accidents.

6. Examine and investigate suspicious
claims to document employee status,
accident circumstances, and claimant
current status.

If you will develop and implement a pro-

gram that follows these guidelines, you will
see a reduction of up to 50 percent in both the
frequency and longevity of your client's
employee claims. The implementation of
these programs, the majority of which can be
conducted through existing personnel with no
loss to their workload, is the single most cost-
effective method of controlling your clients
worker's compensation cost and your own
injury claims in your company.
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Interview or
Interrogate

hat is the difference between an interview and an interrogation? Most
of us see an interview as something that is done in a p-leasant sur-
rounding, by people with smiling faces who are sharing information
in a nonconfrontational manner. when we hear the terminterrogation,
we think of bright lights, rubber hoses, and the ss officer in thJblack
leather trench coat uttering that famous line, "Ve have vays of making
you talk."

The rule of thumt that many investigators go by is that an interview
is something you do to third parties having knowledge of a subject,
1ld p interrogation is reserved for the subject of thaiinvestigafion.
The interviews are used to gather information about the subject"*a to
ask th_ose probing questions that make the interrogation su-ccessful if
the subject is showing signs of deception.

one of the key elements in conducting an internal investigation, or
_any investigation in which you are trying to determine if one 6f 

" 
nom-

b.er of-people are doing something wrong, is to develop the informa-
tion already in the minds of their co-woikers, the peopt" they work
with everyday.

. Jh" people having the most direct and detailed knowledge of the
daily activities of anyone are the employees and personal frie-nds that
see your subject on a regular basis. our job is thLn to determine the
opinioas and knowledgeof these employees by asking a series of ques-
tions designed to get their suspicions, intuition, and gut feelings-in a
nonintrusive, noncombative form through a series of questions that
tell us what they know, without them knowing why we want it.

To overcome the reluctance on the part of many people to talk about
their suspicions about other people or tb specificaliy name an individual
that they believe is involved in wrongdoing, *e have developed an
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INTERNAJ. ITTTERVIEW ANAIYSIS TEST

@ Ednunal J- Pankau' cFE
Intertect, Inc.

5300 Menotial, { 450
Houston, Tx 77007

800-87 6-607 6

they feel are responsible for Problems
that they perceive.

This queen-for-a-day technique is so

named because the interviewer tells the
employee or knowledgeable party that,
foritre purposes of this interview, the
interviewed party has just been pro-
moted to the position of supervisor,
manager, or president of the co-mpany.

The "(ueen" is to rate every other per-
son in the comPany based on the Per-
sonal perceptions and impressions of
each employee. The interviewed pa+y
assigns i one as a lowest rating an-d a

ten as the highest rating of the other
parties based on their impressions and
preferences.- This interviewing technique is a

usefuI tool that helps to focus the initial
investigation on parties that the majori-
ty of other people believe fall outside
the accepted behavior pattern, so that
investigitors can then concentrate their
investigation on those that the majority

suspect.If the majority of the co-workers rate

un ittdinidual lowest in the group' then this
tells the investigator that the majority feel that
some activity has or may have taken-place,
that they diiapprove of this individual in
some *"y, or tlit they have knowledge that
this person is reallY a dirtbag.

After interviewing all of the employees or
potential parties, the investigalol determines
ihe party or parties who scored the lowest on

this peei rating system and then examines the
ratirigs assigned by those low-scoring parties
in comparison to the others in the test pro-
gram. Il these }owest-rated individuals rate
6thut employees in a range contrary to the
majority,lhe investigator now knows those
p"tti"r ihut the lowest-rated individual (and

Lighest potential suspect) feels closest to and
mist comfortable with. These individuals are

often found to be closely related to the activi-
ties or dealings of this prime suspect. These

find.ings also indicate that the person scored
most highly by the lowest-rated person and
also rated towly by other peers are those often
involved as an assistant or co-conspirator with
the lowest-rated susPect.

interviewing technique that identifies those
parties thaifall outiide tle parameters of
accepted peer behavior and thus helps identify
those p"opl" that the interviewed p{Y believes

*^y 6t irivolved in or is responsible for the
problems we are investigating.' 

The key to this interviewing technique,
which I call the "queen for a day," is a peer-rat-

ing system in which the interviewed party
appoints a numerical value to each-person
*ho* they work with or have knowledge- of in
their daily activities. These interviewed par-

ties then rate those individuals on a point
scale of one to tenbased on their general, over-

all, nonspecific perceptions, impressions, and
gut feelings thafteil us whom they suspect of
6eing the iause of our client's problems'

TLis queen-for-a-day interviewing and rat-

ing systeh identifies individuals whom other

p"-of t" rate outside the norm or standard

"**td"d 
to the majority of other people they

know or work with, and it allows the investi-
gator to determine whom the majority-of
6mployees or other people rate mostpoorly'
fhiough this interview technique and its rat-
ing syitem, people identify the individuals

1 2 3 4 5 5 7 I 9 10

1 Tomsmith x 8 I 7 9 4 7 6 9 I

2 BobJones 9 x 7 5 8 5 8 5 I 9

3 AlLong 8 9 x I 9 5 I 6 9 I

4 cindyRoe 5 7 6 x 6 9 5 8 6 6

5 JoeTodd 8 I I 7 x 5 I 9 9 I

6 Billwest 5 6 6 9 ? x 5 6 4 5

7 LisaStuart I 9 I 6 7 4 x 9 I 8

8 JennieBest 8 7 7 6 9 5 I X 9 9

9 Edshort 9 8 g 6 9 6 I 9 X 8

l0 Tom l{atPer I 9 8 7 9 4 9 9 I x
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INTERNAL INTERVIEW ANALYSIS TEST

EDI{UND J. PANKAU, CFE -
INTERTECT, INC.

53OO ITEUORIAL DR T45O
HOUSTON, TX. 77007

7 13 -8 I O-1111

Once the abnormal or lowest-rated persons
are identified through this interviewing tech-
nique, then further interviews of a more in-
depth and probing nature can be used to deter-
mine the nature and extent of the concerns or
problems known by the interviewed parties
and to determine which employees have the
most knowledge of problem areas or wouldbe
most cooperative in helping in the investiga-
tions of the subjects. This technique is very
simple to use and master.

Once understood and practiced, this can be
an extremely effective tool for any investiga-
tor, auditor, or fraud examiner and is an excel-
lent training tool for developing higher levels
of investigative interviewing techniques.

The chart on page g0 shows a series of
interviews of t0 employees and the ratings
assigned by each ofthem to each other.

From this chart, we can quickly see that
number six (Bill West) was rated lowest by his
peers. West in turn highly rated number four

{Cindy Row), who was also rated low by other
workers. By concentrating our investigation
on West, we found that he was indeed the per-
son responsible for the theft of company seis-
mic data and that Cindy had helped copy and
attempted to sell the information to another-
company.

The rules of this test are as follows:

1. Score people only by number 1-10, with
1 being superbad and t0 being supergood.
Base it on gut feelings, intuition, hunches, or
something you can't explain.

2. Explain, if asked, that you are evaluating
negatives such as lies, exaggerations, bragging,
thefts, insincerity, and just being sneaky.

3. All numbers are kept confidential.
4. Start with yourself first, and just do num-

bers only, no reasons this time.
I have used this technique for more than 12

years and have shared it with hundreds of
other investigators around the country. One of
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them recently used this simple technique in
the investigation of drug losses from a hospital
oharmacv and, in her first tests, identified the

uttimate person found to be responsible for
the thefts.

If you don't believe me, just try it some-
time. You will find that this is the single best
interviewing technique for fishing for infor-
mation and wiil point to the problem people
and problem areas almost every time.
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Filling in the
Gaps

f things get a little slow for you at one time or another, or you need to
find some extra work for the new investigator you've just hired, there
are a number of ancillary areas of investigation that help to bring in
the bacon and pay the bills.

Several of these areas, if pursued diligently, will result in a whole
new area of business and a full-time job if you want it.

PROCESS SERVING

The most common fill-in work, found with every law firm in the
United States, is serving court papers, namely witness subpoenas,
citations, petitions, and complaints. Every attorney has experienced
the nightmare of dealing with the local sheriff or constable who only
serves papers Monday through Friday, during normal business hours.
Deputies don't make any extra money for additional effort (unless you
give it to them), so most of them don't stalk their subject or take the
extra effort to make sure the papers are served in a timely manner or
on a rush basis when you need it desperately.

You can easily charge $2S to $50 per paper in most parts of the
country for serving witness subpoenas and federal citations (state
papers, too, if your law allows) for attorneys and court reporters and
often pick up extra money for locating a good address on the parties
because the address the attorney had was three years old.

Every Friday, right at closing time,I get at least one call from a local
attorney to serve a dozen subpoenas over the weekend for trial
Monday morning. You see, lawyers are lazy and always wait to the last
minute before getting ready for trial.

In a lot of cases, new clients don't have a good address (it's three



years old, given to them by their clients when
they filed the suit), and haven't had any con-
tact with the witnesses for months. This is
where your investigative library comes in. By
having those voter registration and utility
microfiche, you can quickly locate most of the
witnesses and ask them if they know the other
witnesses' current address when you serve
them. Now you can charge your client a dou-
ble fee for both locating and serving his
papers, and it gives you a great opportunity to
hit on him to use you for all of his investiga-
tive work in the future.

If you're real smart, you'll strike up a rela-
tionship with one of the local court reporters
who prepares the witness subpoenas and
deposition subpoenas for your local lawyers
and make a deal with them to serve all of their
papers for a reduced fee. Many of the court
reporting firms will have 10 to 50 court re-
porters working for them and service any-
where from 50 to 100 or more attorneys. A
good court-reporting firm can bring you
enough business to fill up all of your spare
time and possibly provide full-time jobs for
several young investigators you'd like to hire
but just don't have the work for.

A word of advice: pay your process
servers by the paper served. If your lawyer
pays you $40, split it with the process serv-
er-half for you for bringing in the business
and half for him for serving the paper. If you
charge mileage, give it all to the process serv-
er because it costs that much or more to run
his car everyday.

Unless you can charge your client for all of
the billable hours incurred in process serving,
it's not profitable to pay hourly rates for pro-
cess service.

COLLECTING ON COURT JUDGMENTS

Another potential source of income for
investigators comes by way of checking the
judgment records of debtors in the county
courthouse. In the real property records at the
county recotder's office, you will find page
after page of recorded iudgments that are prob-
ably uncollected at this time.

Since you are down at the courthouse anyway,

at least once in awhile, it pays to check the names
of people who are judgment debtors against the
data bases that may disclose their assets.

By searching four databases (corporate offi-
cers and directors, assumed name filings, tax
assessor, and probate), you can quickly deter-
mine any new business names or tangible
assets in the name of the debtor and make a
nice fee by matching the assets to the creditor
of the judgment.

Once you determine that a debtor has pos-
sible assets, it's a simple matter to call either
the owner of the judgment or the attorney
who obtained it and make an offer. He won't
often refuse. For 25 to 50 percent of the jodg-
ment, based on the dollar value, you will
provide documentation of the assets. All you
have to do is draw up a simple contract by
which both parties agree that you will collect
your fee against any assets that are recovered
as a result of the information you provide to
the client.

If you are wondering if this is a pipe dream
or a real way of making money,I know sever-
al investigators who make a comfortable liv-
ing doing nothing but this kind of business in
their spare time. My own experience, with an
asphalt-paving contractor who gave me 100
judgments, was that more than half of the
debtors either remarried, started a new busi-
ness, or inherited assets from their parents in
a two-year period during which I tracked
these cases. My fees came close to $50,000
after all was said and done. Not bad for an
hour's work once a week, spot-checking
these people a few at a time, until they came
into some money.

One thing I learned from this is that
almost all con men never stay broke. They go
up and down the financial scale, being a high
roller when they've got money or living off
someone else when they are broke. The trick
is to catch them when they've just scored on
a big deal and come into something of value.
That's why you've got to check them in the
court records or drive by their houses to see
if there is any change in their life-style and
then jump right on them when you find
something. Their new-found wealth mightbe
gone tomorrow!
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WHAT NOT TO DO

Several years ago, a well-known divorce
lawyer called me late at night and asked if I
could be in his office first thing the next morn-
ing. He had just been woken up by his client,
who said that he was being blackmailed and
wanted somebody to figure out what was hap-
pening right away.

At B:00 the next morning, bright and shiny,
I was in the lawyer's office and listened to the
client tell me how he had received a telephone
call from a person purporting to be a private
investigator who wanted to sell him some
information about his wife. It seems that this
"private investigator" just happened to be con-
ducting a little surveillance on the local gro-
cery store parking lot and saw our client's wife
wheel into the lot. Several minutes later,
another car pulled up along side hers, and she
got out of her car and into the embrace of the
driver ofthe second car.

Our "investigator" just happened to write
down both of the license plate numbers and
ran them the next morning. For curiosity's
sake, he searched the records to see ifthey
were married, found their home addresses and
phone numbers, and was now offering his ser-
vices to the client with whom I was meeting.

"What's going on?" asked the client. "Is this
guy for real? Why was he in the lot looking at
my wife, and do you think this is really true?"

Having seen this several times before, I
informed our clients that this is one of the
ways that some not-so-ethical investigators
pick up extra money. You see, you can go to
almost any shopping center parking lot in the

country and wait until it gets dark to see the
fun begin. Almost every night, you can see two
cars pull in, and their drivers sneak a quick
kiss and take off in one of the cars to have, in
the words of a famous rock song, "a third-rate
romance, low-rent rendezvous. "

My client was torn between a choice of
breaking the investigator's legs or paying him
$SOO to find out who his wife was fooling
around with. Every time he thought about this
deal, it made him madder, and before long, he
was going to punch somebody out. The only
question was, would it be his wife or the caller?

We settled the matter by having me call the
phone number, which was answered by an
answering service employee who only knew to
call a pager number, whose owner would get
back to me. I explained to our anonymous caller
that he was about to get in deep kimchee and
that his little sideline income was about to cause
him some hospitalization. I suggested to Mr.
Anonymous that he forget trying to put the
squeeze on my client, his wife, or the other party
she met as well. We had a brief discussion about
ethics and the law, and I convinced him that I
could figure out who he really was with just a
Iittle work and that he really didn't want to have
me do this. He soon realized that it would be in
his best interest to find a new sideline.

It must have worked, because I never heard
from our friend again. It's a good thing, too.
Little did our anonymous little investigator
know that the pigeon he was trying to squeeze
in this case was a former defensive linebacker
in the pros. Had this man hit this guy, like he
had so many quarterbacks in years past, our
friend would not have been a h"ppy camper.
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Managing Your
Best Assets-
Your People

he reason most investigators never grow beyond the level of a one-man
(or woman) mom and pgp business is that they don't have employees
to back tLr* |p and enhance their own effoits. These invesiigators
don't realize that good employees are their greatest asset and tie key
to growth.

_ Everyd-ay I hear some investigator bitching about someone whom
he trained for three years leaving him and taking two or three of his
clients. fust when this assistant was really becomlng good at the busi-
ness, POOF, offhe went.

"well,'I ask the one c_om^plaining,-"what did you expect? you paid
him as contract labor, only for hours billed, madl him ieport his bwn
taxes, and gave him no benefits after he busted his buft night after
njcht on-graveyard surveillance cases. He watched you tak-e all the
glory and the money, and you expect him to stay? Forget it!,,

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

_ If_you 
-want to grow beyond the reach of your own two hands,

think of the people who work for you a, arr"ir, not liabilities. Ask
them what they want out of the business, a raise or an insurance
plan that covers major medical, dental, and prescription drugs.
when I asked this of my staff, they wanted the Eenefitsl and t fouid
that it was much cheaper for me, as an employer, to get them than
for my employees on their own.

I appointed one 9f pv investigators, a former insurance adjuster, to
get several bids and ideas on insurance plans, and he came up with a
great idea that we use to-this day. He found an employee-leasiirg com-
pany called Administaff that could manage our payroil, fill out"all our
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have salaried employees or bene-
fit plans.)

SHARING THE WEALTH

Beyond your benefit program,
share the wealth once in a while.
When one of those big cases
scores, share the praise and profits
with the people who made it haP-
pen. Let your good investigators
do the case in Cancun once in a

while, or share the wealth when a

THe l"{osr vALUABLE AssET oF ANY coM-
PAI{Y IS NOT THE INVBNTORY OR CAPITAL

oR BUTLDINc oR EVEN TFIE cLIENT Ltsr' Ir
IS THE EMPLOYEES WHO WORK THERE.

tax forms, and provide a dYna-
mite comprehensive insurance
plan, cheaper than we could get
insurance alone. This Program
let us eliminate one emPloYee
position (payroll/bookkeePing),
cut our wotker's comPensation
rate by 30 percent (bY Pooling us
with other companies), and Pro-
vided us with a major medical
plan that is now my edge in getting and keep-
ing other investigators and employees. (You

see, none of the other PI firms around here

client pays in gold coins (one for you, one for
you, one for you, three for me) or some other
coin of the realm.
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Summary

hrough using the techniques and procedures that I've outlined in this
book, I've watched my investigative agency grow from a "one-man band"
into one of the most successful agencies of its kind in the business.

When I started this company,I had no idea that someday I would
manage a business with more employees than I had fingers and toes
and a payroll that exceeded a million dollars a year.

What I have learned through trial and error and a great deal of luck
and perseverance is now offered to you with the hope that you add to
our knowledge something of your own and share it with your associ-
ates and friends.

If I've missed something that you either want to know more about
or can add to, you can usually find me in my Houston office, as long as
I'm not out on an investigation or speaking tour.

My address is as follows:

Edmund ]. Pankau
Intertect, Inc.
5300 Memorial Dr., Suite 450
Houston, Texas 77OO7
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Forms and
Contracts

eaders'response to the first edition of this book was terrific. But many
readers did ask me to include samples of forms and contracts that w" usL
at Intertect for various investigative techniques. so I have selected those
forms that we use most often and that I believe witl be of most benefit to
investigators.

To use these forms, just replace the name of my firm,Intertect, with
that of yours and make any additions, deletions, or modifications that
will help you to do your job better.
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PLEASE CALL IMMEDIATBLY OF YOU EXPERIENCE PROBLEMS OR QUESTIONS

SIGN & RETURN THIS AGREEI',IENT TO THE SENDER WITH YOUR INVOICE

TNTERTECT, rNC.

SENDER:

INTERTECT, INC.
sioo--MEMoft,rar, on. #aso
HOUSTON, TX 77OO7
713 -8I0-L L l-1
FAX ?L3-880-2905

SERVICES AGREEMENT

SERVICE: Surveillance- -FubTiS-Records Search

8E?I3"Ei5E,ui1 iig;=
County D/B/Ats
Tax Assessor
ProbateProf. Licenses
our fonns Attached*

search Data B?Fe gFch
GE-hEAI Investrgaclon

CONDUCT

OTHER:

't USE OUR FORMS DO NOT FURNISH A I{RITTEN REPORT

:9-HourlY: $

Max: $ Tax: 

-t 

Cost Per Mile: I 

-
SUETECT OF INVESTIGATION

cTTv/ST/zTP

Case

Date
Due

of Request:
Date:

RETURN INFO AND INVOICE TO:

Intertect' Inc.
P.O. BOX 13L016
HOUSTOU, TX. 77007
Dttonr 713-880-LL1'1
FAx 213-8Bo-2805

ATTN:
vtei -'ief ephgne/FAX/Express Mail
Regular MaiI

SECTION CAREFULLY:

ffi;E.-if-ch-iqes are q4Pecte
sender prior to exPenclLcure'

AIl recruests for Services, service.fges and instructions for services
tq-ue fenders&"Ev-EF"-contriEl6i-niiI-coil'dtitiite- ini',='Hil3"3315i.iSH5

;i'tnri=;l*:giinln:E:;g:iF;a;:;E:??fi luFt:lEqliiilarl=:*liiai;p :lg",45 davs ffom
tn+.ilt=;i,$rui=t;si;t;s';[ti;,rsF3:t6i*tli!ri'ssl!3til,t!H"3l]3]eia"r-i6i;^6;i !inu-doEilno{--i"45;ni?a-i[teiei:-glaig:Eo?l,.ilYii3Ef;.]"]i;3"3"=65iitriEt iol--same-i;-execut6d ln ldY?lgi
;its5.Etnn"il$E,nfiiX::iil"r;:tlrB:Eiii:i.ta"ifi !ssE:?5iu.f;?!.EE'-#i?E;

iilelili:ii+?*;t;"iiini*:EF?H:iiiii;;_ri;:i*l;rel-l*sa:;"*?'i*$ +lii -
ll:F 'e?ul*l+-::'T:.'39.E:ile'tg' "i:"3e"8ti3":"tf,X?t;:[illllXlf,E:li 
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INTBRTBCT, INC.
IIOURLY SBRVICE AGREBMBNT

Agreement

Intertect,
firm of

is made this date

Inc. and

1"992 between

of the

hetein after referred to as "client", to conduct the following
services in the following jurisdictions:

The following are billing rates for bhose services plus a 8.258
sales tax if the work is conducted in Texas:

Management Investigative: Billable at $ _ per hour
Senior Investigative:
Staf f /Researcher :
Administrative:

Expenses are defined as:
Mileage:
Copies:

Billable at S
Billable at $
Billable at $

Maximum Budget

Billable aL $
Billable at $

per hour
per hour
per hour

$

per mile
per copy

Other expenses, such as long distance telephone charges, FAx'
data base search fees, etc., are billable at cost incurred by
Intertect, Inc.

The above fees will be incurred and payable by the client regardless
of the outcome of the service. Inb.ertect, Inc. will not warranty the
information concerned in the records of the particular jurisdiction
in which the client has requested the service take place.

This agreement is made between Intertect, Inc., and the client.
Fees and expenses billed/invoiced to the client are the responsi-
bility of same and are due and payable by the client within thirLy
days of the date of the invoice. Invoices remaining unpaid after
thirty days may i-ncur a 1".5t interest charge per mont.h on the un-
paid balance.

Client Name Intertect, Inc. Name

Intertect, Inc. is licensed by the Texas Board of Private
Investigators and Private Security Agencies, P.O. Box 1"3509
Capitol Station, Austin, Texas 78711 (512) 463-5545

Agreement 0B/0L/92
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INTERTECT, INC. - 53OO MEMORIAL DR. #450, HOUSTON, TX.77OO7
Phone 7131880-1111 Fax7l3l880-2805

TNVESTTGATORS REPORT

cAsE # SUAJECT

DATE TN J _J _ DATE OVT J _J _ TNVESTIGATOR

PERSONAL HISTORY
FULL NAME

ADDRESS

DOB ss# SPOUSE
Voter req / marrj-age

BUSINESS HISTORY

CORPORATTONS

ucc

LITIGATION HISTORY

CIVIL - SMALL CI,AIMS

SUPERIOR

FEDERAL

LIENS

BANKRUPTCY

JUDG}IENTS

CRTMINAL (if reguested)

TAX ASSESSOR

REAL PROPERTY

PROBATE

BANKTNG

INVESTIGATIVE DISCOVERY



INTERTECT, INC. IOCATE FORM

CASE # AGENT DATE

SUB.TECT

ADDRESS

DOB

CITY sT/ztP

ss# SPOUSE

TELEPHONE BOOK

CRISS CROSS DIR.

VOTER REG.

ASSUUED/CORP NAMES

ELECTRTC/UTTLITY

WATER/GAS UTILTTY

DRIVERS LICENSE

CREDIT /SS TRACE

EMPIOYMENT/LICENSING BOARDS

STATE EMPI.OYI'IENT COMMISSION

NOTARY REGTSTRATION

POST OFFTCE (FOIA REQUEST)

I'IARRIAGE/DMRCE RECORDS

CIVIL SUITS & ATTY

CRIMINAL RECORDS & BONDSMAN

UCCIS & BANK

REAL PROPERTY

NEWSPAPER INDEXS

*** ATTACH COPIES OR WRTTTEN INFORMATION TO THIS REPORT ***

EX SPOUSE FORMER EMPI,OYER

FORMER CO-WORKER

FORMER BANKS

FAI{TLY MEMBERS

FAI{ILY MEMBER

NEIGHBORS
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IVIISCELLANEOUS RECORDS RESEARCH FORM CASE # INV

UBJECT SPOUSE

VOTER REGISTRATTON

NAME:

ADDRESS:

cT'rY/zrP

DOB:

SS#

PHONE

MARRTAGE

HUSBAND NAME

LICENSE

ADDRESS

CTTY/ZrP

PROOF OF

DOB

ID:

ss#

PHONE

TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

NAI{E:

ADDRESS

PHONE #:

COMMENTS:

WIFE NA}IE

ADDRESS

PROOF OF

DOB

ID

SS#

PUBLIC UTILITIES

NAME:

ADDRESS:

ctTy/zTP

SS#

PHONE #

COMMENTS

PUBLIC UTILITTES

NAME:

ADDRESS:

crTY/zrP

SS#

PHONE #

COMMENTS
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SECRETARY OF

CORP NAME

STATE - SUBJECT CASE # INV

CORP NAME

CHARTER

STATUS

DATE OF

ADDRESS

FILING

CHARTER

STATUS

DATE OF

ADDRESS

FILTNG

cTTy/zrP ctTv/zrP

PARENT/SUBSIDIARY PARENT/SUBSTDTARY

OFFICERS OFFICERS

COMMENTS COMMENTS
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ASSUMED NAME . SUBJECT CASE # II{V

FILE #.

COMPANY NA},IE

FILE #

COMPANY NAME

ADDRESS ADDRESS

TYPE BUSINESS

OWNERS

TYPE BUSINESS

OWNERS

DATE FILED

ABANDON DATE

DATE FILED

ABANDON DATE

FILE #

COMPANY I.IAIvIE

FTLE #

COMPANY NAI4E

ADDRESS ADDRESS

TYPE BUSINESS

OWNERS

TYPE BUSINESS

OWNERS

DATE FILED

ABANDON DATE

DATE FILED

ABANDON DATE
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UCC RESEARCH FORM

SUBJECT CASE # INV

STATE COUNTY
INSTRUMENT #

DEBTOR

SECURED PARTY

DATE FILED

SECURED INTEREST

EXPER DATE

STATE COUNTY
INSTRUMENT #

DEBTOR

SECURED PARTY

DATE FILED

SECURED INTEREST

EXPER DATE

STATE COUNTY
INSTRUMENT #

DEBTOR

STATE COUNTY
INSTRUMENT #

DEBTOR

SECURED PARTY SECURED PARTY

DATE FILED

SECURED INTEREST

DATE FILED

SECURED INTEREST

EXPER DATE EXPER DATE
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LITIGATION SUBJECT cASE # INV

CTY DIST FED PROBATE

CIVIL CRIMINAL

CTY DTST FED PROBATE

CIVIL CRIMINAL

CAUSE

STYLE

DATE

COURT

TYPE

FILED

#

CASE

PI,AINTIFF LAWYER

TELEPHONE

DEFENDANT LAWYER

TELEPHONE

JUDGMENTS

STATUS

SUMMARY

CAUSE

STYLE

DATE

COURT

TYPE

FILED

ll
It

CASE

PI,AINTIFF LAWYER

TELEPHONE

DEFENDANT LAWYER

TELEPHONE

JUDGMENTS

STATUS

SUMMARY
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SUBJECT CASE # INV

JUDGMENTS:

CAUSE #

CTY DIST FED

PI,AINTIFF

DEFENDANT

DATE FILED

TYPE SUIT

JUDGMENTS

JUDGMENTS:

CAUSE #

CTY DIST FED

PLATNTIFF

DEFENDANT

DATE FTLED

TYPE SUIT

JUDGMENTS

JUDGMENTS:

CAUSE #

CTY DIST FED

PLATNTIFF

DEFENDANT

DATE FILED

TYPE SUIT

JUDGMENTS

JUDGMENTS:

CAUSE #

CTY DIST FED

PIJ\INTIFF

DEFENDANT

DATE FILED

TYPE SUIT

JUDGMENTS

ATTACHMENT FTIJDGLII REV l--6-90



TAX ASSESSOR - SUBJECT CASE # INV

OWNER OWNER

LEGAL LEGAL

ADDRESS ADDRESS

crrY/sT/zrP

VALUATION

TAX YEAR 

-HOMESTEAD

COMMENTS

19

YES NO

crrv/sT/zrP

VALUATION

TAX YEAR 19

HOMESTEAD YES NO

COMMENTS

OWNER OWNER

LEGAL LEGAL

ADDRESS ADDRESS

crTv/ sr/zrP

VALUATTON

TAX YEAR ].9

HOMESTEAD YES NO

COMMENTS

cl'rv/sr/zrP

VALUATION

TAX YEAR _19
HOMESTEAD

COMMENTS

YES- NO-



REAL PROPERTY - SURTECT cAsE # INV

RECORD #

LEGAL DESCRIP

RECORD I
LAGAL DESCRIP

DOCI'MENT Docrrr Ear f I

GRANTOR GRAI,IT{ R

GRANTEE GRANTEE

DATE FILED

STREET ADD

AMT/MTG

COMMENTS

DATE FII,ED

STREET ADD

Ar{T/MTG

COMI'{ENTS

RECORD

LEGAT DESCRIP

RECORD

LEGAL DESCRIP

DOCUMENT

GRANTOR

DOCUMENT

GRANTOR

GRANTEE GRANTEE

DATE FILED

STREET ADD

AMT/MTG

COMMENTS

DATE T'ILED

STREET ADD

AtIT/MTG

COMMENTS
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Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE),
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